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ABSTRACT: Developmental Consequences for Adulthood of Early

Sibling Loss

Joanna Helen Fanos

My study explores the possible long-term consequences

of growing up with and surviving a chronically ill sibling.

While the sever it y of the impact is beginning to be

acknowledged in the literature, there has been little

understanding of exactly how exposure to chronic illness and

death of a sibling generates subsequent difficulties.

The disease I selected to investigate was cystic

fibrosis, for the following reasons: 1) it is in variably

fatal and frequently chronic; 2) it profoundly shapes family

functioning over a long period of time; and 3) it is the

most common fatal inherited disorder of Caucasian children

today.

My subjects were l 3 males and l 2 females drawn from a

total of 75 subjects whose families had brought their child

to the Cystic Fibrosis Clinics at two west coast hospitals

and one east coast hospital in the l960's and l970's.

Certain key aspects of family response to the illness

and death were assessed through ratings of inter view

material: l) emotional climate; 2) sibling relationships;

3) family communication around the illness and death; and 4)

parental handling of mourning. Structural variables
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including l) ages of the surviving siblings at death; 2)

birth order; 3) gender; and 4) family size were also

assessed. Three dependent variables were examined through

standardized measures and ratings of inter view material :

anxiety, depression and guilt.

Findings supported my hypotheses to a large extent.

Survivor siblings who reported their relationship with their

parents as having been problematic indicated more

difficulties at present, as did siblings who resented or

ide a lized the af f l ic t e d sibling. Sur p r is in gly,

communication variables did not appear significantly related

to adaptation, nor did availability of parents to help the

survivor sibling mourn. Structural variables such as family

size, number of siblings lost, birth order and gender, and

distance from death were not statistically significant,

while the age of the afflicted sibling at death was related

to adaptation, and the age of the well sibling at the time

of the death seems extremely important as a variable.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

This study explores the long-term consequences of

chronic illness followed by death of a sibling on adult

adjustment. The illness and loss of the sibling will have a

direct impact on the remaining siblings dependent upon

their own capacity to give meaning to its occurrence and to

mourn the loss effectively. In addition, the sibling's

world may be inexorably shaped by the hand ling of the

illness and loss by the parents.

The death of a child has general ly been considered to

be one of the most stressful events encountered by families

in our society (Futterman & Hoffman, 1973). The chronicity

of illnesses such as cystic fibrosis, the specific disease

this study selected, is in a sense new, an outgrowth of

recent advances in medical treatment which have considerably

extended the lives of children stricken with leukemia,

cystic fibrosis, diabetes, and the like.

Statement of the Problem

The aim of my study is to examine the consequences on



adults of growing up with a sibling who was chronically ill

and ultimately died before adulthood. While the severity of

the impact has been noted in the literature (Cain et al.,

1964), there has been little understanding of how exposure

to chronic illness and death of a sibling generates these

effects.

Some problems would, I expect, arise from the impact of

the death itself. Effects would a rise in two ways: l J

directly, through the sibling's own under standing of the

nature of the d e a th, large ly depend ent up on the

developmental level in capacity to interpret its cause and

to mourn its occurrence; and 2) indirectly, in that the

capacity of the parents to mourn effectively and completely

will dictate the ability of the parents to provide a

healthy, nurturant environment for survivor siblings.

I would expect other problem areas to a rise from the

neces sity to deal with the chronic illness of the child.

Although the death of the sibling may be traumatic for the

survivor children, what may be equally serious is the

reorganization which takes place with in the family as it

struggles to cope with the long years of the illness. I

view the disease as initiating responses in advance of the

ultimate death, particularly on the part of the parents,

which create a developmental environment for the children

which is far from a normal one. The with draw a l of

emotional resources from the well sibling may have serious

and adverse effects on adaptation.



The Disease

The disease I have selected to investigate is cystic

fibrosis, for the following reasons: 1) it is in variably

fatal and frequently chronic; 2) it profoundly shapes family

functioning over a long period of time; and 3) it is the

most common fatal inherited disorder of Caucasian children

today.

Cystic Fibrosis (CF) is an inherited disease that

affects the exocrine glands of the body. In CF, the mucus

producing glands secrete a thick, sticky mucus which tends

to clog and block ducts, interfering with vital functions

such as breathing and digestion.

In the United States today, approximately 20,000 to

30,000 persons from in fants to young adults are afflicted

with the disease. Equally common among males and females,

CF was long considered a disease fatal in childhood;

research accomplishments have increased the life expectancy

in to the teens and twent i e s. Fifteen years ago, few

children with cystic fibrosis lived beyond the age of six.

Affecting l in every l, 600 newborns, CF is the most

common lethal genetic disease among white children; Blacks

are affected less frequently, and the disease is rare among

Oriental s. Recognized as a distinct disease only since

1938, CF is now being diagnosed with increasing frequency

throughout the world. Although carriers can pass this trait



on to their children, they themselves are symptom-free.

Treatment for CF is expensive and time-consuming. The

regimen consists of the use of a variety of antibiotics to

combat lung infections, supplemented by physical therapy,

and inhalation therapy or postural drainage methods to help

remove mucus from the lungs (NIH Publication, 1981).

Theoretical Background

This section will briefly review the literature on the

effects of a fatally ill child on parents, the impact of

parental mourning on their surviving children, children's

reactions to loss of a parent, and children's reactions to

loss of a sibling.

The Impact of a Fatally Ill Child on the Parents

The experience of a fatally ill child represents

perhaps the enactment of the worse fear of any parent. Even

researchers, working with families with a dying child, make

the i r way through bout s of depress i on and v i s its to

therapists (Binger, 1981, personal communication).

One of the earliest studies in leukemia, perhaps the

most researched disease in psychosocial studies of this

area, was under taken by Bozeman et al. (1955) to deter mine

adaptation of mothers to the threatened loss of their child



from leukemia. Intensive focused inter views of 20 mothers of

aff lic ted children showed mater na l r eactions to the

threatened loss of their child to be severe, with much

expressed guilt. Natter son & Knudson (1960) studied the

mothers of 33 children with a diagnosis of cancer, leukemia

or blood disease. During the end phase of the illness of

their child, almost half of the mothers were tense, had a

strong tendency to weep and cling to hope; when the children

actually died, these mothers reacted hysterically. Binger

et al. (1969) under took a retrospective study of parents of

20 children who had died from leukemia between l964 and

l 966. In half the fami li e s , one or more members had

emotional disturbances that were sufficiently severe to

require psychiatric help, while none had required such help

before; in other families, milder disturbances occurred.

Fathers, a group neglected in most studies in this area,

were coping by various ways of absenting themselves from

involvement with their families, with profound ramifications

for their wives and children. Futter man & Hoffman (1973)

conducted extensive open-ended inter views with 23 sets of

parents of leukemia children during various points during

the course of the illness and after the death, and they

formulated a number of dilemmas confronting parents in

adapting to the fatal illness of their child. Parents must

work out a balance between conflictual tasks:



. . . . for example, between acknowledging the
ultimate loss of the child and maintaining hope;
between attending to immediate needs and plans
for the future; between cher i shing the child and
allowing him to separate; between maintaining day
to-day functioning and express i ng d is turbing
feelings; between active personal care of the
child and delegation of care to medical personel;
between trusting the physician and recognizing his
limitations; between caring for the child and
preparing for his death through gradual detachment
(p. 130).

If the difficulties of achieving this kind of delicate

balance for a relatively short interval of time involved in

a disease like acute leukemia seem awesome, the difficulties

arising when the length of time is far greater can be

imagined. In cystic fibrosis, the child frequently lives

until early adulthood. While far less investigated than

leukemia, the literature on the impact of this disease is

much more pessimistic. Turk (1964), in a study of 28

parents from 25 families with a child afflicted with cystic

fibrosis, provides a telling example of what life is like

for the family:

No one can live a normal life if they have a
CF child. Every phase of living is affected.
Money is involved, spare time is at a minium,
energy is exhausted, but you go on meeting your
responsibilities. Sleep is broken regularly to
adjust the tent or replace ice in bucket or to aid
the coughing child. Cooking is restricted but
expensive – high protein, low fat. No smoking in
Our house. CF equipment makes sharing a room
impossible. We haven't had any new furniture
since a CF child came into our lives l 3 years ago.
No vacations except visiting our family. My
husband makes a good salary but we must live so
conservatively (p. 67).



Lawler et al. (1966), in an intensive psychiatric

study of l l patients with cystic fibrosis, found eight of

the eleven mothers interviewed clinically depressed, and the

majority found that they were "living in the shadow of

death" (p. 1044) The fathers showed unusual incidence of

psychopathology; many had ulcers. Tropauer et al. (1970)

studied 20 children with cystic fibrosis and 23 mothers and

confirmed the high degree of mal adaptation in mothers.

Leiken & Hassak is (1973), selecting four parents for

clinical discussion from a cystic fibrosis clinic, point up

the adaptive balance necessary once again. The "doing

defense" (p. 55) can be helpful, but if over done, the

parents rarely see each other and are not available to give

each other support. The commonly used defense of

suppression also can be problemmatic:

These parents must maintain an ability to suppress
freely and frequently. All of the families in our
study have made it clear to us that they must
think of the death of their child very rarely. If
the thought of the ultimate prognosis was always
with them each day would bring dreadful pain and
suffering. They must indeed suppress or even
deny, at times, that the future is filled with
uncerta in ty. . . . On the other hand, mass i ve
suppression or denial can be not only total ly
ineffective in coping with anxiety but can cause
severe interference with medical care. Mr. and
Mrs. B. cannot tolerate the fact that Tanya has CF
and admit that at times they are sure she has
"grown out of it." It is at these times they
"forget" her appointment at the CF clinic (pp. 55–
6).

Impact of Parental Mourning on Children

Parental preoccupation with their own grief can have



profound consequences for survivor children. Sigal (1971),

for example, refers to "maternal preoccupation" to describe

the way in which energy is bound up with prior stress to the

detriment of the present.

While the emphasis in attachment research has initially

been on the effects of the physical separation of the child

from the mother in the early years, increasingly theorists

have turned their attention to emotional availability of the

parent as a vital consideration in the developmental history

of the child. In v estigators support the increasing sense

that attachment behavior is in some way related to the

communicative ability of the mother and therefore the sense

of effect ance the child learns to expect from his

environment. Spitz & Woolff (1946) traced the origins of

the infant's first tie to the mother and stressed the

necessity for the mother's sufficient involvement with the

child through sat is fying hand ling. Mahler et al. (1975)

explored the complexities of the separation/individuation

phase in the second year of life, the neces sity for the

prior establishment of basic trust in order to allow for

separation from the mother without distress. Ainsworth et

al. (1978) explored the difference between the securely and

insecurely attached child, finding the difference related to

the mother's sensitivity to the signs and communications of

her infant.

Increasingly, attachment behavior is viewed in relation

to maternal depression, seen as a serious impediment to the



development of the child. The depressed mother is found to

be considerably impaired in her role and either over

concerned, guilty and help less or overtly hosti le. She

finds difficulty in being involved in her children's lives,

in communicating with them, and in showing affection to

them. Those most vulnerable to her negative mood and

impaired capacity for relating are her children who depend

on her for their survival and who cannot escape her presence

no matter how distressing it becomes (Pound, 1982).

Some of the unusual features of the relationship

between the mother and child can be seen arising from

re versals of the balance of power that normally prevails

between the two. Instead of the mother holding the child in

her concerned attention, as the normal mother would, the

child of a depressed mother watches her, ready to respond to

her need as it arises. While the healthy mother sees

her self as responsible for the child's sur v i v a l, in

depression the child comes to feel responsible for the

mother's. In some cases the child perceives himself as

keeping his mother a live when there seems nothing else for

her to live for :

In short, the child of a depressed mother is
forced into a precocious maturity and has to
become an attachment figure before he has had
sufficient experience of being attached ... He is
precipitated into what Winnicott (1958, p. 206)
calls the "stage of concern" before he has fully
completed using and some time s m is using the
attachment figure to establish his own sense of

The presence of a chronically grieving, depressed and



withdrawn mother can lead to the inhibition of aggression,

and the mother can appear to the child as either too fragile

to with stand the expression of a normal amount of

assertiveness or as already damaged by it. This perception,

coupled with the lack of understanding about whether their

aggression is implicated in the death of their sibling, can

contribute to a number of developmental complications:

inhibitions in drive expression, an overly harsh superego,

separation-individuation problems, and disturbances in the

formation of a normally assertive, autonomous self (Levine,

1982).

In normal development, through the me chan i s m of

parental identification, the child comes to see himself as a

confident and adequate person in the world; part of this

confidence is borrowed magically from his parents by

identification with their perceived adequacy and strength.

This sense of benign omnipotence is almost complete ly

ext in guished when the parents have pre mature ly been

perceived as inadequate (Wahl, 1976). What happens when

siblings, confronting a world with more than their share of

hidden fears and terrors, bring their anxiety to parents

already overwhelmed with their own?

Mourning in Children and Adolescents

Very little is known about the ability of children and

adolescents to mourn the loss of a loved one.
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Freud (1917) pointed out that there is a psychological

process normally exhibited by individuals who experience the

loss of an emotionally important person:

Each single one of the memories and expectations
in which the libido is bound to the object is
brought up and hypercathected, and detachment of
the libido is accomplished in respect of it... when
the work of mourning is completed the ego becomes
free and uninhibited once again (p. 245).

Later he explains that the work of mourning is the

appropriate response to a situation in which the individual

is forever lost:

Mourning occurs under the influence of reality
test i ng; for the latter function demands
categori cally from the bereaved that he should
separate himself from the object, since it no
longer exists. Mourning is entrusted with the
task of carrying out this retreat from the object
in a l l those situations in which it was the
recipient of a high degree of cathexis (1926,
p. 172).

Writers following Freud have conceptualized mourning as a

regular sequential process occuring in more or less distinct

stages: the initial stage of shock, the grief reaction, and

the separation reaction in which the inner representation of

the object is clearly restructured from a representation of

a reality to one of a memory (Bowlby, 196 la, l 96 lb.: Engel,

1961; Pollock, 1961).

Freud (1918, 1927), Abraham (1924), Klein (1940),

Lindemann (1944), Bergler (1948), Loewald (1962), and

Moriarty (1967), observed significant deviations from the

"normal" process of mourning. The response of children to

the death of an important other is seen as very similar to

pathological forms of mourning as they occur.

ll



A number of investigators have attempted to

conceptualize the mourning process within a systematic

developmental framework. An issue of major concern has

involved the age or developmental stage at which human

beings are capable of a mourning process. Exponents of this

view hold that the process of mourning, involving as it does

the tolerance of powerful painful affects and repeated

demands for reality testing in opposition to strong wishes,

requires the operation of ego functions to which the child

does not yet have firmly established access. Mourning,

according to this view, does not occur in children of

preadolescent age (Wolfenstein, 1966, 1969; Rochlin, 1965;

Fleming & Altschul, l063; Deutsch, 1937). While the primary

function of the mourning process is to detach the survivor's

memories and hopes from the dead, the reactions to object

loss in children are seen as having an equally precise but

contrary aim, namely to avoid the acceptance of the reality

and emotional meaning of the death and to maintain in some

internal form the relationship that has been ended in

external reality (Miller, l 97 l).

Writers in this area have based their conclusions upon

clinical experience with children and adults who have

suffered the childhood loss of parents through death.

Wolfenstein (1966) presents the most complete exposition of

the consensus psychoanalytic view on children's reactions to

the death of a parent. She reports clinical data on 42

children, ranging in age from early latency to adolescence,

12



who had lost parents through death.

Mourning as described by Freud did not occur in these

children. At the time of the loss, sad feelings were

curtailed and there was little weeping. Immersion in the

activities of everyday life continued, with no withdrawal

into preoccupation with thoughts of the lost parent, such as

is observed in mourning adults. The children seemed to be

denying the finality of the loss. The painful necessary

withdrawal of emotional involvement in the lost parent was

a voided, permitting more or less conscious expectation of

return. When depressed moods occured in the children,

especially in adolescence, they were not connected with

thoughts of the death of the parent, to which reality

test in g h a d not yet be en applied. The in tern a l

representation of the lost parent was not decreased in its

emotional significance for the child, but rather, became

invested with intensified importance. Good moods observed

in these children were frequently the counterpart to denial

rather than a normal feeling of well-being.

Development of hostile feelings toward the surviving

parent, together with the idealization of the one who had

died, represented an attempt to undo previous hostile

feelings toward the dead parent through displacement onto

the survivor.

Identification with the dead parent was frequent, with

resulting positive or negative consequences; while good

qualities of the parent could become a part of the growing

ego of the child, frequently identification took rather the

13



form of identification with the parent as experienced in

final stages of the illness.

The current view of the nature of children's reactions

to the death of a parent is further supported by the reports

of other investigators who have been conducting a clinical

parent-loss study (Fleming & Altschul, 1963; Fleming, l063;

Altschul, l968). The subjects were psychoanalytic patients

who had lost a parent by death in childhood or adolescence.

The consensus position is that a particular set of responses

tend to occur in children who experience the death of a

parent. These include unconscious and sometimes conscious

denial of the reality of the parent's death; rigid screening

out of all affective responses connected with the parent's

death; marked in crease in ident if i cation with and

idealization of the dead parent; decrease in self-esteem;

feelings of guilt; and persistent unconscious fantasies of

ongoing relationship or reunion with the dead parent. These

responses are viewed as being directed toward avoiding the

acceptance of the parent's death and the necessity to make

the radical reorganization in object attachments that such

an acceptance would require.

- - - -

The most comprehensive study of children's reactions to

the death of their sibling is Cain et al. (1964) study of 58

children ages two and one-half to 14 seen at outpatient and

l4



in patient psychiatric settings; all were psychiatric

patients.

In about half of the cases, guilt was directly present,

five years or more after the sibling's death. The children

considered themselves responsible for the death, insisted

that it was their fault, felt that they should have died

too, or should have died instead of the sibling. The guilt

was hand led in individual ways: depressive withdrawal,

accident-prone behavior, punishment-seeking, testing,

projection of super ego accusations, and so for th .

Alternately, family members blamed themselves, each other,

and of ten, in order to maintain self-esteem and family

relationships, tried "not" to blame each other (p. 744).

Cain et al. describe that the siblings often had

confused, distorted concepts of illness, death, and the

relationship between the two. Having been told that only

old people die, they struggled with the contradiction

man i fested by the death of the i r s ib ling, and the ir

confidence in adults was seriously underminded. Some solved

it by be lie v i ng they would die at the same age as their

sibling had. For example,

They emerged with such confusions as, you die
because you're small, you die young only at night,
only girls die and the like. The less on taken by
almost one-third of the children was that growing
up, growing older, meant you would die... (p.
746).

The children often assumed that coughs or fever, etc., led

to death; death was the enemy, constantly to be warded off.

Parental admonitions as to eating vegetables, dressing warm,
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etc., led to confusions about the cause of death — "he

didn't eat his vegetables" (p. 746).

In most children, fears of doctors were greatly

increased. Doctors were perceived at best as impotent in

the face of illness and at worse as closely associated with

illness and death. Hospitals were even more frightening,

and going into a hospital for a routine operation meant you

would die. Benevolent images of God were undermined; many

children needed continuous reassurance that God didn't want

to hurt people.

An intense fear of death was present in almost all

the children studied by Cain et al. They were convinced

that they would die too, either at exactly the same age, as

mentioned above, or from the same disease as the sibling.

They acutely felt that death could strike at any moment, at

other siblings, parents, or themselves, and the parents'

potential as protectors was destroyed. These children were

generally passive-dependent and fearful, feeling small and

vulnerable in a frighteningly dangerous world.

The identity formation of the siblings was of ten

seriously endangered. The parents often looked to them as

replace ments or even substitutes, and based the ir

expectations on the idealized image of the dead child.

Since the children were aware that they could not possibly

replace the dead child, they resented the implicit demand,

and were aware of the subtle message that they, and not

their sibling, should have died. Some children were
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specifically conceived to replace a child, with severe

problems resulting; in a few extraordinary cases, parents

even changed the living child's name to that of the dead

child.

These findings, emerging from a psychiatric clinic

population, can point us to those areas in which we might

expect to encounter difficulties in a community sample. The

literature which has included comments on sibling reactions

would seem to suggest the seriousness of possible

di fi culties. Binger et al (1969), for example, found that

in approximately half of the 20 families studied, one or

more previously well siblings showed behavioral problems

following diagnosis.

The Current Study

Major Variables

This study examines the relationship between various

psychological and structural variations among families and

severity of sibling difficulties later on. The research did

not attempt to demonstrate that adults who lost a sibling to

cystic fibrosis have more problems than individuals who did

not, although this may well be the case; the refore, no

control group of "normal" individuals were sought. Rather,
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it attempted to explore linkages between variations in

family functioning during the illness period and following

the death of the child with the severity of surviving

sibling difficulties when adults.

1. Dimensions of Family Functioning

Certain key aspects of family response to the illness

and death of the child emerged from theoretical premises and

pilot inter views. The nature of the illness, involving as

it does extensive and time-consuming efforts to keep the

lungs clear of mucus, and the frequently staggering economic

strain, propel a reorganization of the family unit around

the sick child to some extent in all families. However,

families vary a long this dimension in several important

respects which may be sign if i can t ly related to the

subsequent adaptation of the survivor siblings.

a) Emotional Climate

The first dimension of family functioning concerns the

availability for the well sibling of an attachment figure to

provide love, express warmth and absorb anxiety. That is,

the parents may be so emotionally depleted from focusing on

the sick child that there is little left over to offer the

well siblings; similarly, they may be unable to handle their

own fears and anxieties related to the illness and therefore

be so overwhelmed that they are unable to handle or notice

those brought to them by their children. Therefore, the
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first way in which families vary in relation to the well

sibling is the latter's experience of the emotional climate

within the family.

b) Sibling Relationships

The second refers to the extent that the illness

experience can be contained. Most important may be that the

child under stand the reason why more time and attention is

given to the sick child. A child still may not be getting

what he needs with in the family, but it may be less

del eterious if he clearly under stands that the reason is

because his sibling is ill than because he is more loved.

c) Family Communication

The third dimension of family functioning refers to

the capacity of the family to communicate accurately and in

a timely manner around issues concerned with the illness and

death. If the parents communicate the seriousness of the

disease before the child can understand what is being said,

he may become unduly a lar med; on the other hand, if the

child is left a lone to wonder about what is happening, he

may arrive at his own interpretations of events and causes

which may be distortions. It may be crucial for the well

sibling that he understand illness is not normal and death

not the usual course for a young person. This dimension

addresses, therefore, the level of cognitive understanding

achieved by the well sibling.
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d) Handling of Mourning

The last dimension of family functioning refers to

the ability of the parents to handle the emotional aspects

of the loss itself- This dimension addresses both a)

parental ability to mourn appropriately (in the perception

of the well sibling), i.e. not withdraw indefinitely or

refocus attention abruptly from the lost child on to the

survivors; and b) ability to allow sur v i v or sibling to

In OUl I. In ,

2. Family Structure

Based on theoretical considerations, four structural

characteristics of the family may be important : 1) ages of

the surviving siblings at death; 2) birth order; 3) gender;

4) family size.

Clincians and researchers have long been sensitive

to age-differential reactions to loss. Wall erstein and

Kelly (1980) report age-differential reactions in their

clinical work with children whose parents are divorcing, and

Raphael (1983) focuses on age differences in her work with

bereaved children. A major issue in the literature concerns

the age at which children can mourn (Wolfenstein, 1966, for

example), with most clinicians be lie v i ng that until

adolescence is successfully completed, the ego is unable to

with stand the strain. Another major issue has concerned

cognitive abilities to understand the concept of death and
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how it varies with age of the child (Anthony, 1972; Koocher,

l97 l; Kane, 1979; Glicken, l978). Nagy (1948), for example,

in a clinical study of 378 children, reports that in

children from three to five years old, death is denied; the

change is seen not as permanent, but is perceived only as a

temporary absence. From five to nine, children generally

personify death.

Birth order and gender may be important in several

respects. Adler (1927) for example postulated inde lible

influences on birth order. According to him, first-borns

are more likely to develop a striving to imitate their

parents and feel responsible for their siblings. The

influence of birth order upon personality has generated much

empirical work (see Ernst & Angst, l083, for a comprehensive

review). Birth order and reaction to catastrophe (Zucker et

al., 1968), birth order and anxiety (Rosenberg et al., 1964)

and birth order and depression (Birtchnell, 1972) are

examples of research attention to this variable.

The influence of birth order and gender in families

with a dying child may be important in several specific

ways. First, identification phenomena may be more likely to

present themselves when the afflicted child is older and of

the same sex as the well child. Second, if the sick child is

the first-born, it seems that in a very real sense parents

may learn parenting from this child, and since it is always

sickly, gets pneumonia at the slightest chill, etc., parents

may learn to doubt their own capacities and over protect

other children that arrive later on the scene. Whereas, if
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the older siblings are normal and then a sickly child

arrives, it is more clear that something is amiss which is

unique.

Finally, family size may be relevant in several

respects as well. First, a large family may provide more

available support for the be leage ured parents, both on an

emotional level as well as sharing some of the care taking

responsibilities. There is another way in which family size

may be important, and that is that it may provide, in a

family in which there is one sick child and many well ones,

sheer numbers of healthy role models and experiences so that

illness is less like ly to appear normal or to be allowed to

set the norm.

Dependent Variables

Three major areas of psychological functioning of the

survivor siblings will be assessed: anxiety, depression and

guilt.

Anxiety

The affect of anxiety as an indicator of psychological

functioning is central to most theories of personality as

well as assessment techniques (Saarni & Azara, l 980). The

Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM

ll l) states that although the specific manife stations of

anxiety vary from individual to individual, generally the
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concept includes signs of motor tension, autonomic

hyperactivity, apprehensive expectation, and vigilance and

scanning (American Psychiatric Association, 1980).

Anxiety has long been noted by clinicians and

researchers as a prevalent response to loss of a parent

(Bowlby, 1980), loss of a child (Lawler et al., 1966), loss

of a sibling (Cain et al., 1964), Holocaust survivors

(Nieder land, 1981), and so forth.

Depression

Depression is currently defined as a chronic

disturbance of mood and/or a per vasive loss of interest

which is characterized by certain symptoms (Spitzer, Sheehy

& Endicott, 1977). A number of authors have addressed its

major issues for as sess ment (see Fabry, l 980, for a

review). DSM-l l l l is ts prevalent indicators to include

appetite disturbance, change in weight, sleep disturbance,

psychomotor agitation, de creased energy, feel ings of

worth lessness, difficulty concentrating or thinking, and

thoughts of death or suicide or suicidal attempts (American

Psychiatric Association, 1980).

Depression has been of major clinical and research

interest in relation to childhood loss of a parent (Brown &

Harris (1978), loss of a child (Law ler et al., 1966), loss

of a sibling (Binger et al., (1969), Holocaust survivors

(Niederland, (1981), to name only a few.
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Guilt

Guilt is defined by Mosher (1965) as a general ized

expectancy for punishment for violating, or failing to

attain, an internalized moral standard. The personal i ty

disposition of guilt is a crucial concept in clinician's

impressions of psychopathology, yet is is rare ly assessed

through formal procedure (Mosher, 1965).

While investigators and theorists such as Bowlby (1969,

1973, 1980), Jacobson (1964, 1971), Mahler et al. (1975),

and Kohut (1971, 1977, 1978, 1980), have cast illumination

upon the relationship between early experiences in the life

of a child and later symptom formation, their work better

elucidates the phenomena of anxiety and depression than that

of guilt. It is the most difficult symptom to explore,

since while anxiety can serve as a defense against

depression, both anxiety and depress i on can mask an

underlying sense of guilt.

Guilt has been noted as an unfortunate outcome of loss

of a spouse (Parkes, (1964 ), early parent loss (Arthur &

Kemme (1964), Furman, l074), loss of a sibling (Cain et al.,

1964), Holocaust survivors (Nieder land, l08 l), to name only

a few.
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CHAPTER 2

Methods

The Sample

A total of 24 l families drawn from the Cystic Fibrosis

Clinics at two West Coast hospitals and one East Coast

hospital, were contacted. Of these 83 undelivered letters

came back from the post office, and 87 families actively

refused or did not respond. This provided a pool of 7 l

families (see Table l). A total of l 40 siblings were

contacted from 65 of these families, the remaining residing

too far away geographical ly. Of the se 24 refused to

participate or did not respond. This provided a pool of l l 6

siblings who were will ling to participate. Because of the

geographic distance involved, 75 siblings were actually

inter viewed at this time (see Table 2).

Clinic A •

Names of all children who died from cystic fibrosis in

Clinic A between 1963 and 1982 were obtained from Medical

Records. There were 68 in a l l . The files were drawn and

the final hospital admission record was searched for the

most recent address of the parents. The parents were then

sent a letter explaining the nature of the study and

requesting the names and addresses of any adult children

still living in the area (see Appendix A).
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The adult children were then sent a letter and asked to

return a postcard stating whether or not they would mind

being contacted about the study (see Appendix A). Out of the

68 parents mailed letters, 34 were returned from the post

office; out of the 34 who actually received them, only eight

families responded positively. From the 18 siblings

contacted, l l agreed to participate.

Clinic B.

Names and addresses of parents of children who had died

at Clinic B. from 1963 to 1982 from CF were provided

directly by the physician who had been Director of the

Cystic Fibrosis Clinic during this period. This clinic has

seen very few families over the years and the physician was

therefore able to provide the names of seven families in the

area. Three families were located, providing the names of

five adult children in all. All contacted siblings agreed

to participate.

Clinic C.

Names of all children who died from CF from 1963 to

1973 were obtained from Medical Records. There were l66 in

all. Names and addresses of the parents were obtained from

the physician's records, contain ing more Current

information than Medical Records. A total of 45 envelopes

were returned from the post office, and 60 parents responded
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positive ly. Out of the l l 7 siblings contacted, an

overwhelming loC) responded positively.

Comparison of Response vs Nonresponse Siblings

From a va i l a ble in for m at i on re g a r d in g the

characteristics of the siblings who refused to respond, the

size of the nuclear family does not appear to be

particularly relevant in differences between those who

responded and those who did not (see Table 3), while gender

differences did emerge, males being more likely to not

respond than females (see Table 4).

The Dissertation Sample

A total of 75 siblings from 43 families were

inter viewed from the three clinics. The sample for this

study was drawn from this group in the following manner.

Five families were eliminated since there was still a child

afflicted with cystic fibros is a live; one sibling from

another family, a sole survivor, was eliminated since he

himself has cystic fibrosis. Thus eight siblings from six

families were not included, leaving 67 siblings from 37

families. Then, out of 18 families where only one sibling

survived or was able to be interviewed, eight families were

eliminated since all survivors were over 18 at the time of

the death, leaving ten families (and therefore lo siblings).

Nineteen multiple survivor families (46 siblings in all )
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were reduced to fifteen families since four families

included siblings who had all been over 18 at the time of

the death. Only one surviv or sibling was randomly drawn

from each of these lº families.

Description of the Sample

The sample for this study included l3 males and l 2

females (see Table 5). About two-thirds of their mothers

had worked outside the home for at least part of the time

the subject was growing up; about three-fourths of their

parents had kept their marriages intact; three had divorced,

one had separated, and one had separated right after the

death of the child but had since got ten back together.

About one-third of the families were Catholic.

The current age of the subjects at the time of the

inter view ranged from 18 to 38; age at the time of the death

of the sibling ranged from nine to 18, with the mean age 13.

About one half of the sample had had some college education;

about 40% were married; about one-third of the sample had

at least one child. Three had been the oldest child, seven

were the youngest, and 15 were middle children; about half

had been the same sex as the afflicted child.
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The Interview

Subjects were asked where they would like to be

interviewed. Some chose to come into the physician's office

at the Cystic Fibros is Clinic, many chose their own home,

and others chose a neutral place such as a hotel lounge in

the neighborhood or their office. The inter viewer always

followed the lead of the subject as to time and place so

they would be most comfortable; at times this meant talking

to the subject down by the lake or out on favorite bleachers

in a nearby schoolyard. The average inter view lasted for a

little over an hour and a half and ranged anywhere from 45

minutes to two hours. The inter view began with open-ended

questions and moved to more specific probes if material was

not forthcoming (see Appendix A). The inter viewer followed

the subject's lead where ver possible and went back at the

end to areas that had not been sufficiently covered.

Assessment of Dependent Variables

Anxiety and Depression

Anxiety and depression scales derived from the Hopkins

check list (Derogat is et al., 1971) were used. A large

background of research in the literature demonstrates the

stability of the anxiety and depression scales for various

types of populations. These measures were developed for use

in normal community settings (see Appendix A).
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In a random community sample (Pearlin et al., 1981),

exploratory and confirmatory factor analyses confirmed the

distincti veness of the anxiety and depression components.

Recent developments in psychiatric epidemiology indicate

that symptom scales can identify individuals who will more

likely seek medical and psychiatric care (Mellinger and

associates (1982).

Guilt

No suitable standardized measure for the kind of guilt

under examination exists. Therefore, a three-point scale

(none, moderate, high) was developed from the inter view

material to address this construct. Questions in the

inter view were raised to elicit in formation around these

dimens i on s : l) general sense of being guilty; 2)

ruminations over what should have been done or not have been

done in relation to the dead sibling; 3) readiness to accept

blame when bad things happen to self or others; 4) current

difficulty in separating from parents.

Derivation of Rating Scales

All protocols were tape recorded and later transcribed.

Transcribed inter views were read and the material sorted
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into categories capturing the specific areas of concern.

All protocols were then divided into material pertaining to

independent variables and the dependent variable guilt and

placed in separate sections. Protocols were rated

separately on each scale capturing independent variables to

avoid a halo effect.

Inter-Rater Reliability

Seven "training" protocols were selected at random from

the sample and all mater i a l perta in i ng to dependent

variables removed and the remainer was given to an outside

rater for calibration. When a suit able level of

reliability had been attained, 12 additional protocols were

selected at random and material containing only subject

matter relevant to independent variables was given to the

r a ter. Reliability was established using the Kappa

coefficient at .96 and ranged from . 74 to l.0, with eight

of the ten scales yielding a Kappa of l.0.

All inter views were then rated by myself for guilt.

Seven "training" protocols were drawn at random, all

material containing reference to independent variables was

removed and the remainder was given to the rater and

calibration attained. Twelve randomly selected protocols

were rated by the outside rater and reliability on the guilt

scale was established at .88 using the Kappa coefficient.
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PRE-DEATH AVAILABILITY OF PARENTS
(Rate separately for F/M)

Content of responses rated for subject's conception of
parents as available.

l. Good availability

"He was always there for me."

"She was the one to always put us in our place
when we did wrong, and uhm very caring. She was
always, you know, made sure that everything was
okay with us... and you know, I look back, you
wonder ... I wonder whether I would be able to do
the same thing that she . . . she's done in the
past. . . . and uhm, you know, she's a good person,
and we are very close with her."

2. Unpredictable or undependable availability

"He was sort of a moody type, I never knew what
kind of mood he'd be in. If he was in a good mood
we were real happy, if he was in a bad mood we
were like real tense, and just didn't want to be
near each other...And you know sometimes I was
afraid if he was in a bad mood, because I didn't
like that."

3. Unavailable

"I love my father and did then, he was good to us
I suppose, but he was very much involved in his
existence in his career, he had his own world and
remained with in it. He was not ... a family man,
and he never was meant to be."

"I don't think he really cared."

Kappa (Mother Availability) l.0.

(Father Availability) . 74.
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SIBLING RELATIONSHIP – ATTACHMENT

Relates to extent of pre-existing attachment of ill sibling
with survivor.

l. Idealization

Great warmth or closeness expressed, with idealization
present.

"L. was a very import a n ti in k . L. was
gorge ous. . . . she was just wonder ful, really
wonder ful ... she was some thing, she was truly
uh ... she was very much of a trooper, strong, never
a complainer."

"M. was my... he was my hero... what ever he did, I
wanted to do."

2. Warmth

Moderate warmth expressed, but seen in realistic light;
warmth and caring expressed, but absence of idealization;
seen as human, equal to self.

"I remember one time it was Christmas Eve and I
woke up for some reason and I went out into the
living room and B. was sitting on the couch all
cur led up and he was looking at the Christmas
tree. It was dark, the lights were on the tree.
I sat down on the couch with him and we were all
cur led up together under a blanket, and we were
gues sing what Santa had brought everybody - we
were close. We had the best, nice times like
that."

3. Slight

Not that close a relationship. Subject expresses lack of
relationship – may mention teasing or whatever but doesn't
convey much warmth.

"I didn't get to know him that much."

Kappa = l. 0.
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PRIOR SIBLING RELATIONSHIP - RESENTMENT

l. None

Expresses no resentment toward amount of time or attention
or love given to dying sibling.

2. Slight

Expresses some resentment that dying child received more
than his share of time or attention but under stood reason,
no feeling of deceased child having been given more love by
parents. May express something about competition.

"I don't think it's true to say that I went
through a situation like that completely without
resentment or feeling that it was unfair or why
did they have to spend so much time with him,
there must have been feelings of that, I'm sure I
had feelings of that, but I just don't... there
were no linger ing feelings of it, and it was
obvious even then that the situation demanded it."

3. High

"I loved my brothers. I mean, you know, of course
I did. But I felt they were getting all the
attention and it was like I had to give negative
attention to get attention. You know, I was the
little he l l ion. You know, I would do things to
aggre vate them and get slapped, but – you know -
at least I got attention. It wasn't that my
mother and father weren't giving me attention.
They were, but it was all being projected toward
the sick children. And I think they probably
thought I should've understood that, but I didn't.

Kappa = l. 0.
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FAMILY COMMUNICATION AROUND ILLNESS/DEATH

l. Good

"I knew my parents were very, very honest with us,
so that I knew... I had no fear that they knew
something that I didn't."

"I think mom and dad explained it, you know, that
her respiratory system and her digestive system
weren't right and that she required therapy and
they gave her therapy at home and stuff, and also
that she didn't have a normal life expectancy, you
know, they let us know that... I think they pretty
well laid it out for us right at the beginning."

2. Veiled

Parents may have dropped a hint; or person reports parents
may have tried but child couldn't grasp it; or remembers
some attempt but suspects own denial.

"They never really sat down and said, you know,
this is what the problem is and this is what we're
doing about it or trying to do about it, it was
just little th in g s that I picked up in
conversation with grandma and grandpa or between
themselves. I don't know if they didn't want us
to know or if they... oh, I'm sure that wasn't the
case but I don't know why they just didn't sit
down and tell us... it was just things I'd pick up
now and again."

3. Family secret

Remembers no discussion, for ex. thinks they weren't the
type parents who would have told their kids something like
that .

"My parents didn't discuss it with us... Nowhere
was it mentioned that this is a life-threatening
disease or that the average life expectancy of a
cystic is x years. It was never mentioned... right
up to the end they never mentioned it. I didn't
know my brother was going to die until after he
died. I had no idea it was coming. That's kind
of naive, but kids are allowed to be. But I also
wasn't prepared."

Kappa = .85.
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AWARENESS OF DEATH

l. Good

Some understand all along that death was a possibility at an
early age.

"I knew he was gonna die, I mean it was always
explained to us that eventually they were all
going to die...And the boys knew that too."

2. Suspicion

Suspects knew, may have sensed something wrong but not made
explicit. Contradictory statements and/or psychological
conflict.

"I was always very optimistic and bubbly and
energetic, and then I didn't really understand the
disease my sister had. I didn't really understand
that it was fatal. So I kind of lived a happy
life. My parents tried to do it that way. They
didn't tell me that... But, I think I'm pretty
sensitive and I was at tuned to what was going on,
because I can see, you know, sad faces. But to
tell you the truth - you said what was it like.
The one word I can just think of when you said
that to me spontaneously I would say, he l l . A
living hell. For everyone."

3. Shock

No awareness until death itself occurred, or until declining
phase made it obvious (include last several years). No
e vidence in inter view mater i a l that subject sensed
possibility of death.

"I never really... thought of him as being sick,
because he seemed normal, you know, he played with
us and the only time was when he was in the
hospital and then he would come home and he was
fine. And he had that tent, that mist tent or
whatever ... I used to go in there and talk to him,
you know, when he was in bed. And it was really
stuffy and hot in there. But that seemed normal,
you know. I used to sometimes get in with him you
know, I thought it was kind of neat."

Kappa = l. 0.
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PARENTAL AVAILABILITY TO HELP CHILD MOURN

(Rate separately for F/M)

l. Available

Not just there while child cries but reader gets sense that
parents made some attempt to help with work of mourning.
Focus on help with loss, d is count reports brought back of
actual death in hospital.

"My mother would more or less talk to us and I
think tried to comfort us... she would say things
like, 'she rode off to heaven on a white horse.'
Somehow it was quite comforting to have those
images, I don't know whose they were, or whether
they were made up, or whether she actually said
those things.... I don't know if she (her sister)
gave it to my mother and my mother in turn gave it
to us, but it was a big help."

2. Unavailable

"I kind of felt left out I think. I remember S.
saying something about it at one time - 'well, you
weren't very uh, you don't under stand it, or you
wer en't very close to him anyway', or something
like that, and I felt really left out that nobody
cared about what I thought about the whole thing.
And I don't remember exactly what she said, but it
was ub, you know, you don't have any feelings
because you're too little. And, you know, "we
don't have time for this, we're all too sad.' You
know, that sort of thing. And I always thought,
you know, well, geez, I feel bad too, you know."

Kappa = l. 0.
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POST-DEATH PARENTAL AVAILABILITY

(Rate separately for F/M)

Content of responses rated for subject's conception of
parents as available following the loss.

l. Withdrew further

"My father really got withdrawn. As a matter of
fact, he really kind of faded out of the picture.
He would be down in the workshop all the time.
And he really went crazy building things, he was
constantly building things."

2. Refocused

"The problems started after my sister's death when
my mother then wanted me to come in and make up
for the difference of the loss of the two kids.
And emotion a lly it was n 't there for me, the
relationship had never developed. It was like you
know, I needed you ten years ago, not now. And by
that time I had built up some very strong
emotional ties with other people in my life and
she wanted them to stop and that's our problem now
too."

3 - No change

"My parents were the same afterwards as they were
before."

Kappa = l. 0.
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GUILT

Content rated for the extent to which guilt plays a
part in the subject's affective life; proneness to
feeling guilty or "bad".

l. None

None expressed by subject.

2. Moderate

"I was graduating high school then, and she got
sick just then, and they were... my parents were up
here the day before I graduated. Unfortunately it
was the night that she died, but when they called
and said that they wanted me to stay up, I was
real ... because I didn't know that it was to that
point, and of course they came home, and that made
me feel even worse... I feel guilty about taking my
parents away that night."

High

"I could write books about it, if anybody
could... I am by nature... I feel guilty a lot... I
feel self-inflicted... I almost look for it, so I
do it by nature, and it's not good. It's not
healthy."

"I don't know. I always feel guilty about
everything... even at work like taking a break when
I'm supposed to or taking lunch... maybe it had
something to do with my younger years, the way I
was brought up... I was always doing something
wrong when I was growing up."

Kappa = .88.
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CHAPTER 3

Results

Dependent Measures

Intercorrelations of Dependent Measures

The Kolmogorov–Smirnov Goodness of Fit test indicated

that the scores on the anxiety and depression scales were

normally distributed throughout the sample. Scores on the

anxiety, depression and guilt scales were strongly

corre lated with each other and in the expected direction

(See Table 6). There were no significant gender differences

on the dependent measures (see Table 7). It was decided

that no further exploration of gender differences would be

made since the small sample size did not permit analyses

of sufficient statistical power.

Reliability analyses of the anxiety and depression

scales were performed. The full anxiety scale demonstrated

a standardized item alpha of .78 with item 6 in place (See

appendix). The standardized item alpha improved to .81 with

the removal of this item. The inter-item correlation on

depression as measured by the standardized item alpha for

the full scale was .67, with removal of the four items with

the lowest correlations (# l, 2, 4 & 5) yielding an improved

standardized alpha of .72.
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Contingency Tables of Independent Variables

The relationship of the rated independent measures of

family functioning was assessed through the Chi-square

procedure (see Appendix B). Out of 45 combinations, only

five were significantly related to each other (awareness of

death and family communication, sibling attachment and post

death a vailability of father, sibling resentment and pre

death availability of mother, availability of father to help

mourn and availability of mother to help mourn, and post

death availability of father and post-death availability of

mother). There was a trend for on ly four addition a l

combinations (awareness of death and availability of mother

to help mourn, family communication and availability of

father to help mourn, family communication and availability

of mother to help mourn, and sibling resentment and pre

death a va i lab i lity of father. There for e, specific

hypotheses were tested, since the independent measures are

not measuring the same variables.

The Analyses

T-tests and one-way analysis of variance were used to

explore the relationship between the nature of family

function in g and a n x i e ty, de press i on and guilt.

Nonparametric analyses were used when heteros cedasti city
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precluded use of analysis of variance. Because of the small

cell sizes, gender differences were not analyzed.

Pre-Death Availability of Mother and Father

Maternal Relationship with Survivor Sibling

Since only two mothers had been rated as "unavailable"

lo ºr respondents, this category was not included in the

statistical analysis. These two cases were dropped in this

arm a lysis since there was no clear statistical rationale for

their inclusion in either of the two remaining categrories.

Orº e—tailed t-tests yielded strong and consistent differences

• rh anxiety (t (21)= 5.28, p < .00 l), depression ( t (21) = 1.87,

P = .05), and guilt (t(21)=2.76, P < .0 l) between subjects

*** s se mothers were rated "unpredictable" and those whose

** tº hers were rated "available". That is, those who viewed

*** eir mothers as having been available to them have less

* rast iety, depression and guilt than those who described their

*** hers as having been unpredictable (see Table 8).

T-R sternal Relationship with Survivor Sibling

One-way analysis of variance was used to examine the

rceived pre-death availability of fathers (see Table 9).
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significant differences between groups were found for guilt.”

C F (2,22) * 5. 18, p < . 05) and a trend for depression

C F (2,22) = 2.67, p < ... 10). There were no significant
ai £ferences on anxiety between groups (F(2,22) = 1.49).

The scheffé procedure of post hoc contrasts yielded

= i gnificant differences for guilt between those fathers who

we re rated as a va i lab le and those who were rated

urn available.

Significant differences were also found between

t Ira ose who were rated as unpredictable and those who were

r = ted as unavailable. That is, those siblings who reported

their fathers as unavailable were the most guilty; those who

s = w their fathers as unpredictable less guilty; and those

with S viewed their fathers as available the least guilty.

* The equality of variances assumption was violated for
** i lt (Cochrans c = .66, p < .05), so analyses were repeated
5* ing the chi-square procedure, yielding similar findings

><= i, = 1.2. 69, p < .05).
:
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Sibling Relationship

Attachment Scale

The quality of the pre-existing attachment relationship

Petween the sibling and the afflicted child was examined

t Ha rough one-way analysis of vari ance (see Table l 0).

s = <= n ificant differences between groups were found for

a ra 2+iety (F(2,22) = 4.97, p < .05), depression (F(2,22) =
5 – 7 7, p < .01), and guilt (F(2,22) = 3-67), P ‘ .05).

For anxiety and depression, the Sheffé procedure of

po = t hoc contrasts yielded significant differences between

th. C = e who indicated only a slight degree of attachment and

th. G = e who idealized the lost sibling, as well as between

***** = e who indicated a warm relationship and those who

+G = = lized the sibling. That is, the most anxious and

de Er essed are those who idealized the sibling, less so are

** = e who expressed a slight or warm attachment.

The three groups were next collapsed into "idealized"

and *"not idealized", and one-tailed t-tests were performed

(see Table l l ). Significant differences between the two

** s \ = ps were found for anxiety (t(23) = 3.22, P ‘ ‘91),
**E* = ession (t (23) = 3.47, p < .0 l), and a trend for guilt

(* { -> 3) = 2. 77, p < . Ol). In other words, those who
id

* = lized the lost sibling were more anxious, depressed and
S -* 5 L ty than those who did not.
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Resentment Scale

One-way analysis of variance was employed to assess

t]he differences associated with the resentment expressed by

+ He subject toward the deceased sibling (see Table l 2).

s -i gnificant differences were found between groups for

a ra Pºiety “ (F(2,22) = 3.77, p < .05), and guilt (F(2,22) =
7 - 3 l, p < .0 l). There were no significant differences

be tween groups on depression (F(2,22) = l.26). Pair-wise

cern parisons through the Scheffé procedure indicated a

s i s r. ificant difference between those who expressed slight

re = entment and those who expressed high resentment for both

*** >< i ety and guilt; i.e., those who expressed strong

** = erhtment were both more anxious and guilty than those who

**E*r essed only slight resentment.

A curvi linear relationship between expressed resentment

arh ci = nxiety and guilt was explored. A trend analysis for

bot-I-A was performed and yielded a significant quadratic term

for =nxiety (F (1,22) = 2.81, p < .05) and guilt (F (1,22) =
7- s ºl- , p < .0 l).

S *The equality of variances assumption was violated so
S s res were rank-ordered and entered into a one-way ANOVA.
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Communication Variables

The "Awareness of Death" and "Family Communication"

scales were examined using one-way analysis of variance on

the dependent variables (see Tables l3 and 14). Results were

raot significant on Awareness of Death for anxiety (F(2,22) =

- 5 8), depression (F(2,22) = .48), or guilt (F(2,22) = . 12).
Tº here were no significant differences for Family

c cºmmunication between groups on anxiety F(2,22) = .35,

= . 38. Thea e pression F(2,22) = .76,

i rater-rater reliability on both of the scales was very high

or guilt F(2,22)

( Fº a pp a = l.0 and .85); the scales were also high ly

e => r related with each other (X2 (4), p < .001). Thus scaling
P r <> blems would not account for the lack of findings. It was

tha <> ught that perhaps the interaction of the two scales

tºs e ther predicts later anxiety, depression or guilt. Two

" * > analysis of variance was used to explore interaction

* f f = cts and no significant differences were found for
a. -

** >< i ety (F(2, 24) = 1.63), depression (F(2, 24) = .26), or

Av.
- - - - - - - - -“Ys si- lability of Parents to Help Survivor Sibling Mourn

The impact of parental as sistance with mourning on
CUR *- some was assessed using t-tests (see Table lº). T-tests
i **s icated no significant differences between groups for
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fathers on anxiety tº 23) = .61, depression t(23) = .79, or

guilt tº 23) = .53. There were no significant differences

between groups for mothers on anxiety ( t (23) = .0.5),

a epression (t(23) = .95, or guilt (t(23) = l. 24).

Pc st-Death Parental Availability

The availability of the mother and father for the well

= -i Ib ling as remembered by the subject in relation to

a cºllaptation was not statistically explored as a change in the

prior relationship was infrequent. That is, only one mother

w = s rated as having withdrawn further, and only four

re focused following the death; interesting ly enough, only

Cra e father was perceived as having refocused, while five

w i t h drew further. Obviously, however, the majority of

si E. L. ings reported no long-term change in the relationship

* f <=>re and after the death.
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Structural Variables

Differences in Age Groupings

Subjects were divided into three groups based on their

a ge at the time of the death of the afflicted sibling: 9 to

1 2 (latency or pre-adolescent), 13-17 (adolescent), and 18–

year old (those already out of the home). One-way analysis

c +f variance was used to examine the differences of the three

a scº e groups out come measures (see Table l6). High ly

s i <=jnificant differences were found on all measures: anxiety

C E G 2, 22) = 6. 34, p < .01), depression (F(2,22) " 4. 72,

P = .05) and guilt (F(2,22) = 10.33, p < .00 l).

A curvi linear relationship between outcome and age was

****H i cated for all dependent variables (scores by subject's

a SI e at the time of the sibling's death are presented in

f is a res 1-3). A trend analysis was performed and yielded a

h is HA ly significant quadratic term for each dependent
V a - -* Fi able: anxiety (*(1,22) = 12.58, p < .0 l), depression

(F C ºl- , 22) = 9.36, p < .01), and guilt (F (1, 22) * l 7. 23,

P = .001).
Pair-wise comparisons through the Scheffé procedure

i -

rh Gl 5- cated the following significant differences:

l) For anxiety, between latency and adolescents, as
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Figure 2.

Depression Scores by Sibling's Age at Death
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Figure 3.

Guilt Scores by Sibling's Age at Death
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well as adoles cents and l8 year olds (that is, the most

anxious group are those who lost the sibling during

adolescence, the next most anxious those who were latency

age at the time, the least anxious the l8 year olds).

2) For depression, between adolescents and 18 year olds

(that is, the most depressed are the adolescent group).

3). For guilt, between latency and adoles cents and

adolescents and 18 year olds (that is, the most guilty are

the adoles cent group, the next most guilty are the l8 year

olds, the least the latency age group).

Exploration of possible confounding variables for age

differences on dependent variables

The quest i on then a rises, are there possibly

contaminating factors accounting for these apparent age

differences 2 That is, it may be that what appears to be

age-differential responses are actually reflective of other

processes. For example, it seems possible that those

siblings who were adoles cent at the time of the loss

experienced the loss more recently than those who were

latency-age at the time, and therefore have had less time to

I e COV e r , Or, perhaps those who lost a sibling during

adolescence were more likely to have lost an older sibling

(i.e. the afflicted child had lived longer and has assumed
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more of a unique personality, etc.). Or, the adolescent

group may have been exposed for a longer time to the

potentially damaging effects of the chronic illness period –

that is, perhaps the chroni city of the illness depleted

parental emotional resources more than exposure to a shorter

duration of stress. And lastly, it is possible that family

structural variables such as family size and birth order are

implicated.

Number of Siblings Lost

Differences on outcome variables between those who had

lost one sibling and those who had lost two were assessed

through t-tests (see Table l7) and were not significant on

anxiety ( t (23) = . 65, depression (t (23) = . 26) or guilt

(t (23) = .83).

Birth Order

Differences on outcome variables between survivor

siblings who were first-born, middle-born or last born were

as sessed through ANOVAS (see Table l8) and there no

significant differences on anxiety (F(2,22) = 1.92),
depression (F( 2, 22) = 1.44) or guilt (F(2,22) = 1.02).

Following the death, status changes in terms of birth

order were assessed in relation to outcome measures (i.e.,
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the survivor sibling became the oldest in the family, a

middle child, the youngest or the sole offspring – see Table

19) and there were no significant differences for anxiety

(F(3, 21) = .64, depression (F(3, 21) = -61), or guilt
(*(3, 21) = 1.31).

Birth Order and Gender

Two-way ANOVAS were used to explore the interaction of

birth order and gender in relation to outcome (see Table

20). There were no significant differences in adaptation

for age relationship on anxiety F(1, 21) = 2.80, depression
(F (1, 21) = 1.72, or guilt F (1, 2 1) = . 16; nor gender

relationship for anxiety (F(1, 21) = 1.06, depression (F(l,

21) = .30, or guilt (F (1, 2 1) = 1.67; nor the interaction

for anxiety (F (1, 21) = 1.21, depression F(1, 21) = -09), or
guilt (F (1, 2 l) = .22).

Family Size

The relationship between the size of the family and

sib ling adaptation was explored through Pears on 's

correlation (see Table 21) and no significance was found for

family size before the death on anxiety (r = - . 13),

depression (r = −.04), or guilt (r = −.25), or after the

death on anxiety (r = -. 14), depression (r- -.02), or guilt

(r = -. 16).
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Distance from Death for Sibling

It was possible that those who had lost their sibling

during their adolescence had experienced the death more

recently than those who had experienced the death during

latency and were therefore more disturbed. Pearson's

correlation was used to examine the relationship between the

distance from death and outcome measures (see Table 2 l) and

it was not significant for anxiety (r = . 17), depression

(r = - .0 l), or guilt (r = .06).

Age of sibling who died

It was thought possible it was harder to lose a sibling

who had lived longer than another one. The relationship

between age of the afflicted child at death and sibling

adaptation was explored through Pearson's correlation (see

Table 21) and the relationship was significant for anxiety

only (r = .39, p < .05) and a trend for guilt (r = .31,

p < ... l ). The relationship was not significant for

depression (r = . 17). Since it was thought possible that

the adolescent group of subjects had been more likely to

have lost a sibling who was older than the latency age

group, age of afflicted child at death was assessed in

relation to the 3 age groupings (see Table 22) and there
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were no significant differences between groups (F(2,22)
-

l. 32)

Duration of the process for the sibling

It was thought possible that the length of time that

the sibling lived with a dying child may be related to

adaptation later on. Length of time that the sibling was

directly exposed to this process was operationalized as last

death minus first birth of CF child and the relationship was

explored through Pearson's correlation (see Table 21).

Findings were not significant for anxiety (r = - .2 l) or

depression (r = -. 21); an association for guilt only was

found (r = -. 3 l) but in the opposite direction one might

expect.

Duration of stress process for parents

It was thought possible that the longer the parents had

had to cope with a dying child might be related to sibling

adaptation. Duration of the stress process for the parents

was operationalized as last death minus date of diagnosis

for first CF child and the relationship was examined through

Pearson's correlation (see Table 21). Findings were not

significant for anxiety (r = -. 19); associations were found

for guilt (r = -.4 l) and depression (r = -. 28, ) but, as

with duration of the process for the sibling, results are in

the opposite direction one might expect.
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CHAPTER 4

Discussion

This study set out to explore the developmental

consequences of a lingering illness and subsequent death of

a sibling during childhood or adolescence. I hypothesized

that adult adaptation would be directly related to the

quality of family relationships during the illness and

death. To a large extent I found this to be true: survivor

siblings who report their relationship with their mother as

having been problematic have higher scores on anxiety,

depression and guilt now than those who rated them as

available; respondents who portrayed their fathers as

having been unavailable or unpredictable have higher guilt

scores than those who found them to be available; those who

idealized the lost sibling have higher scores on anxiety,

depression and guilt than those who did not; those who

expressed strong resentment toward the deceased sibling have

higher scores on anxiety and guilt than those who did not.

Surprising ly, communication variables did not appear

significantly related to adaptation, nor did availability of

parents to help the sur v i v or sibling mourn. Structural

variables such as family size, number of siblings lost,

birth order and gender, and distance from death did not show

statistically significant relationships, while the age of
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the afflicted sibling at death was related to adaptation,

and the age of the well sibling at the time of death seems

extremely important as a variable.

Family Relationships Before the Death

Sixty per cent of the siblings began the recital of

their story with a statement that growing up in their family

had been "just normal". To some extent this reflects on the

apparently successful attempt on the part of the parents to

keep things as normal as possible; at times it struck the

inter viewer as a somewhat defensive stance, keeping constant

cher ished family illusions that all was well despite

stubborn evidence to the contrary; it also seemed to

demonstrate the children's tendency to regard whatever they

see in their own home as usual and ordinary:

B. had what ever he had, I didn't know what it
was, and he took those pills. They made his teeth
a little yellow, or something, that was about all
it was. Oh, and he slept in a tent sometimes, but,
you know, some people go to bed with mud packs on
their face (age lo at death of sibling).

The majority of respondents (15 out of 25) viewed their

mothers as largely having been available to them throughout

their childhood; only two reported their mothers as having

been unavailable. They are remembered as confronting the

illness largely on their own, unsupported by their husbands:
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I can remember the time that my sister had an
attack at home where she threw up blood, something
inside went wrong, something burst and she passed
out and threw up blood, and I distinctly remember
my mother, she was near hysteria trying to talk on
the phone with the doctor. I don't know where my
father was, but it was my mother who was doing all
of the action (age la at death).

Only eight of the 25 fathers were seen as available. Almost

half were described as unpredictable, preoccupied with their

role as providers; seen either as remote and shadowy, or

the prototypical angry man, with legendary short temper,

they are recalled frequently with dismay:

I really didn't see him that much. When I did see
him he was ripping telephones out of the walls, or
beating my mother. Yelling, screaming at her. We
used to hide (age l6 at death).

Even at times of medical crisis, there seemed to be little

help for thcoming from fathers, often to the puzzled

amazement and annoyance of the siblings:

To this day my mother still has horror stories in
her mind when S. needed to go to the hospital and
Dad was too busy with something else. You can't
under stand why he just didn't drop it and go too;
it really is kind of ridiculous (age 14 at death).

A few respondents did provide a plausible explanation of why

their fathers behaved this way, that the remoteness of their

fathers may have been directly linked to the illness of the

child, and to their helplessness in handling it emotionally:

He couldn't stand the thought of anybody being
sick, that repulsed him... He refrained, kept his
hands of f, he was on the periphery of it, he
wouldn't dig in, I think not particularly because
he's a weak man in that respect but because he
loved her a great deal and he could not tolerate
seeing, thinking, conceiving of her as sick or
dealing with that sickness (age 13 at death).
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Sibling Relationships

The finding that those siblings who idealized the lost

sibling express more difficulties now is a very interesting

one. While it may lend support to theoretical views on

idealization as a defense against envy (Klein, l057), it may

also suggest that, where parental relationships were

lacking, siblings seemed at times to function as surrogate

parental figures, so the impact of the loss was particularly

devastating:

J. was my everything. Everything that went
wrong, I would always go to him and he would
always make it better. He was my sanity. He was
so good at everything he did. He was basically my
father when my father was away.... I would some
home and he would say, "Well, you better sit down
and do your home work, and you're not doing
anything until you do." And after that I had
nobody to tell me what to do, and so I didn't care
(age l'A at death).

While eight of the siblings expressed strong

resentment, seven expressed none, perhaps denying such

feelings potentially so difficult to own given that death

had removed their object. Jealousy was fueled over the sick

child receiving more than its share of attention, even if it

was medically-based and signal led serious illness:

I remember myself going through the tests, they
put me through the same battery of tests. I
remember feeling left out cause everybody else had
something and I didn't... I guess that's what you
feel when you're nine years old (age 15 at death).

One sibling "always wanted a broken bone". Although the

resentment, when it appeared in the inter view, seems to have
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been elicited in direct relationship to the afflicted child

having received more love or attention, it was rarely

expressed directly against the child, but fueled anger

against the parents:

I loved my brothers. I mean, you know, of course
I did. But I felt they were getting all the
attention and it was like I had to give negative
attention to get attention. I mean I was the
little he l l ion. I would do things to aggravate
them and get slapped, but . . . you know... at least I
got attention....You know, feeling that my mother
and father weren't giving me attention. They
were, but it was all being projected toward the
sick children....And I think they probably thought
I should've under stood that, but I didn't (age 9
at death).

Communication

The finding that family communication variables did not

appear to be significantly related to outcome of survivor

siblings is an interesting one. Certainly there was much

anger and resentment reported in the mater i a l by the

siblings around communication issues (in fact, only six

siblings reported good awareness of death and only five good

communication). For some, coming into the physician's

office at the hospital for inter view brought back years of

having been dragged along to the clinic with the sick child

and being kept in the dark, confused and vaguely worried:

I have v i v id memories of driving in here and
waiting and driving home but never knowing the
outcome, never knowing what was happening (age lA
at death).

Others recalled that information had been given to them in

a way which was not useful, delivered at a level of medical
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so Phi stication of term i no logy beyond their childhood

comprehension:

We were all sitting in the car and getting ready
to go skiing and the phone rang and Dad goes to
answer it and it was Mom and she said, "Oh, K.
has gone into a coma", and Dad hung up, packed his
suit case, called the limous ine and left. And
we're just kind of sitting there in the car, when
we're going skiing? When we're going skiing?
And then, you know, they say K. has gone into a
coma, well, what's a coma? (age 14 at death).

Others complained that although they were well aware of the

eventual fatality of the disease of their sibling, In O

emotional help had been for thcoming to help them with the

knowledge. It would appear that mere cognitive ability to

anticipate the eventual loss did not help the survivor

sibling .

Parental Availability to Help Mourn

The finding that parental availability to help the

surviving sibling mourn did not appear to be significantly

related to adaptation is in triguing. Only five siblings

felt that they had received any parental help with mourning.

If parents did try to help and reassure the child, attempts
were at times ineffectual because they were given on an

adult level, addressing concerns that would emerge at higher

developmental levels than yet achieved by their children:

My parents tried to let us understand it and
reassure us that everything was ok. She was
happy, she wasn't in pain anymore, but those were
grown up things. Mine was just how miserable I
was about it (age l l at death).
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The perceived lack of assistance was an important issue for

many in the inter view material. There is almost no

indication of a healthy mourning process having taken place,

in the sibling's report, on the part of the parents. Family

members, as one subject put it, "took our grief each in our

own way". As another sibling explained,

The grief was not overt and open and let's burst
the bubble and get it over with. It was a stoic
ingrown... we all just sort of scattered, it was
not a bond, let's get this out on the table,
although the months following her death we went up
into the mountains. But you can look at pictures
of us and one's like this, one's like that... (age
l3 at death).

Counse led to be "brave little soldiers" by their

parents, siblings were not infrequently advised by neighbors

to try to be strong for their parents. They were left

terribly a lone with their grief, younger ones in some

families not even believed to be in pain. One W Oman

remembers:

I remember N. saying something at one time,
"Well, you don't understand it," or "You weren't
close to him anyway," or something like that, and
I felt really left out that nobody cared what I
though t about the who le thing. And I don't
remember exactly what she said, but it was... ub,
you know, "You don't have any feelings, because
you're too little "... I think I always felt like I
didn't have any right to be crying in front of
them, and it seems to stem from what N. said that
time.... I thought because P. and I were closest
in age, I thought that was very important (age ll
at death).

Older siblings, engaged as they were with their own coping

strategies, such as they were, seemed not to have been any

help at all, at times actively interfering with childhood

strategies, creatively devised for the occasion:
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I had a doll and I used to think of her as my
sister and think I'll take good care of her and
stuff. T. would be mean to the doll, and it hurt
me more than anything, 'cause she thought I was
being stupid (age l l at death).

This lack of sibling support differs from what we know

through prospective studies of the reliance on siblings for

children going through parental divorce (Waller stein &

Kelly, l 980). It may reflect, in families who have lost a

child, the fact that individual coping styles with death are

so idio syncratic that they more of ten conflict than

inter sect; it may also a rise out of the entrenched denial

mechanisms that have been operating within most families for

many years, and the denial of the trauma found also in

Holocaust survivors (Nieder land, 1981). If nothing is

wrong, and nothing happened, how can one seek support? How

can one speak of the unspeakable?

Some siblings, again, particularly younger ones, were

help less captives of parental preferred styles of coping.

One young man, only ten years old at the time of his

brother's death, poignantly describes the day that a friend

cal led him up and invited him to go snow shoeing, about two

weeks following his brother's death:

I remember my father saying, "well", he says, "you
gotta get out and go", you know, he was pushing
me, he says, "you can't sit around here, you gotta
get out and do something," and I remember getting
real mad... I was trying to get dressed, and I
wasn't doing it cause I wanted to, I was doing it
cause they were making me do it, and I was
resenting that. I was getting dressed, and I was
putting boots on, and he was yelling at me, "no,
you can't go out half dressed, you gotta put
everything on right, and you gotta go" (age 10 at
death).
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Peers seem to have been unable to know how to help, not yet

having learned acceptable societal adult ways to give

support:

It was just very difficult at 12 to deal with,
'cause you don't have any support groups or
anything. You know, like my sister's (older)
friends and stuff, I think they probably helped,
like a card or whate ver; you just want to know
that somebody else can share that feeling with
you, or at least attempt to understand what you're
going through, and there wasn't that for me (age
ll at death).

Embarrassed by the attention of their peers at school, some

preferred that no one know. If everything within the family

was "normal" before the death, the death sets them outside

the realm of ordinary experience, and their class mates

responded with unfortunate curiosity:

I remember going to the school yard and it would
be like I'd be pointed out like "Oh, he's the one
whose brother died." You know? You know, I just
felt like an object. You'd see them pointing —
Oh, God, I used to hate that. That was the worse
thing (age lC at death).

Post-Death Parental Availability

Interesting gender differences emerged in the handling

of the long-term post-death period on the part of fathers

and mothers. While five fathers were viewed as having

withdrawn further while only one refocused attention on the

sur v i v or sibling, only one mother withdrew while four

refocused on remaining children. Fathers frequently threw
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themselves into their work, remaining remote:

My father really got withdrawn. As a matter of
fact he really kind of faded out of the picture.
He would be down in the workshop all the time.
And he went crazy building things, he was
constantly building things (age 10 at death).

It seemed to many respondents that many fathers struggled

with the question of why this had happened to them, to their

child:

My father will admit that he knows that he's just
a person that's always angry. I think deep down
that a lot of the way my father is, is because of
losing my sister. You know, it's like a feeling
of hat i ng everybody. Not so much hat i ng
everybody, but hating the world. You know, why
did it have to happen to me? Why did it have to
be my daughter?

What actually was going on in the minds of the parents

following the death was generally not accessible to the

siblings. However, the impact was felt, and was frequently

once again the loss of parental resources:

One of the bad things that happened when B.
died... it for ever altered my father in a way in
which it alienated him from his children. For
whatever reason, I don't know the whole story, I
never will, it permanently put the death knell on
my mother and father as potential for the rest of
their lives in that way (age 13 at death).

Most siblings felt the death was experienced by the

mother as total ly overwhelming, since so much of her life

had been wrapped up in the care of the dying child. One

empathic sibling suggests:

I think it must have been de vastating for my
mother because you know she's got this full time
job taking care of V. and then all of a sudden she
didn't have any job and she didn't have V. So I
think that it real ly left her in the lurch.
Totally emptyhanded (age lA at death).

If mothers grieved, it generally was not visible to the
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siblings. Rather, mothers present portraits of what appear

to be rather classic defenses against mourning, all of

which seemed to have once again fueled resentment on the

part of the survivor children. A few memorialized the dead

child, commissioning portraits to be hung on the wall for

life, infuriating siblings:

My mother has a painting of my brother that she
had done from a photograph, one of those over the
mantel kind of portraits, which I hate, I've
always hated the thing. When I go to my parents'
house I see it and I think how much that picture
dominates the house, and I say to myself that I
think it would be better to put it someplace less
conspicuous, maybe take it down altogether (age 14
at death).

A few parents idealized the deceased child, making it

impossible for survivor siblings to live up to fantastic

images of perfection. That those mothers who did so may

have had their own internal reasons is suggested by one

articulate sibling:

My mother has built my brother and sister up to be
saints. And my recollection of my sister was not
a saint. She fought with my mother constantly.
They never got a long. They were at each other's
throats constantly to the point of really, really
fighting, and frightening me as a little kid. ... I
have to say I resented after they died the
constant be ing compared with them and the
comparisons that were made, for getting that they
were normal ... and finally saying to her, "geez,
you know, you're going to ruin any love that I had
for them" (age l 5 at death).

Four mothers refocused their attentions on the sur v i v or

sibling following the death, transposing tremendous fears of

some thing bad happening to yet another offspring, and

arous i ng resent ment once again. In some cases the

over protection lasted right thru to the present:
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If I come home and I'm overweight or something, or
she doesn't think I look good, she can't even deal
with it. Her throat constricts, and she almost
stops affection for me. And it's hard, very hard.
She'll say, "When I see that you're overweight I
say, oh, no, I'm gonna lose someone else. You're
going to get horrible diseases". So, you know,
she has become much more over protective, to the
point where it's almost suffocating. I mean, here
I live on my own, and she'll say, "I don't care
where you are or what you're doing. But I need to
he ar your voice." That's no good (age l 6 at
death).

With no model for a healthy grieving reaction, the majority

of siblings seemed unable to be g in the process. If

depression in the parents was not visible to the siblings

before the death, it was not visible afterwards either. If

parental depression as such was not discernible, it becomes

important to ask, 1) was it present but siblings were too

absorbed in their own concerns to see it; 2) was it present

but not acceptable to be shown (i.e. do the demands of

bringing up children in a home where one will die make

sadness a secret to be hidden to keep the appearance of

things being normal); or 3) was it present only in defended

for m (i.e., is the re so me thing a b out the gene tic

transmission of cystic fibrosis, with both parents as

carriers of the deadly gene, that elicits parental guilt on

such a level that to feel compassion for themselves is

impossible? In other words, does guilt block an ability to

mourn? What is important for the siblings is that for

whatever reason, depression seems to have become hidden by

the parents, and a model of a voiding feelings of sadness

inherited for the siblings.
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Developmental Aspects

The finding that those who were adolescent at the time

of the loss have statistically significant higher mean

scores on anxiety, depression and guilt than either those

who were latency-age at the time of the loss or lò years old

was very striking. The age-differential reactions which

emerged are consistent with the work of Wall erstein and

Kelly (l 980) with children of divorce, and the work of

Raphael (1983) with children's confrontations with death.

While the means on anxiety and depression scores for

the sample as a whole fall well above those of a random

normative sample of community adults (Lieberman & Mullan,

1978 — see Table 23), the means of the adolescent group in

particular are very high (see Table 24). Through

differences both in symptoms and certain social behaviors,

group differences emerged which are compel ling (see Table

25).

Adolescents

l: Global sense of guilt:

All of the adolescent group expressed a strong sense of

feeling guilty. Manifested by a perception of themselves as

"bad", they profess a readiness to blame themselves for
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anything that may go wrong. Feeling a vague chronic sense

of being "bad", some move to peers that support their

out look and their anger:

I'm not sure about this but I do know that for the
past nine years whether it's conscious or
unconscious I've surrounded myself with people who
are very bitter towards life and cynical and
unhappy and that's not really my true – that's not
IIl e e I really think that if this had never
occurred in my life, I wouldn't have taken that
cynical road and I would have been married with
kids (age l6 at death).

2. Guilt over handling of illness and death

All of the adolescent group expressed guilt over their

relationship with the afflicted sibling while a live or the

way they had hand led the death. One sibling, for example,

only 13 at the time, was told by his father that his sister

had died and went on with his plans for the after noon,

total ly shocked and uncomprehending. He still ruminates

guiltily over his reaction, wondering, "When you go out and

play baseball the day your sister dies, what does that tell

you?" In fact it seemed fairly typical that youthful

reactions to the sudden news was to continue on with daily

activities, and then view their behavior in retrospect as

evidence of being bad:

I am by nature... I feel guilty a lot. I almost
look for it, I do it by nature. Why do I inflict
unnecessary worry and guilt on me? I wish I knew.
I wake up at night with these traumas probably
from that and it's acute and boy it's really
weird... I don't know whether to get back to the
th in g w i th L. a ga in , the re's so me
connection... part of it is in receiving her death,
in handling her death (age 13 at death).
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3. Survival guilt

Fifty per cent expressed concerns that they didn't get

CF, that they had lived longer, or had a chieved a

developmental marker which their afflicted sibling had not

been able to realize before death. Two very difficult times

for many were either reaching the age at which the sibling

had been at death or achieving a developmental marker which

the sibling had just completed before dying or had not had a

chance to complete. One sibling, upon reaching the age of

l9, the age his brother had been when he died, was very

afraid that he wasn't going to make it, and developed a

central tremor, which he still has. One had a sense of

"breaking new ground":

I felt like ohoh, maybe I wasn't supposed to go
this far, you know, I've outreached him and I'm on
my own, and this is new territory (age l 3 at
death).

Another sibling, graduating from college – his brother had

died just after doing so – was getting into auto accident

after auto accident, and in fact had one on the way to meet

with me for the inter view. Until we talked, the fact that

he had just completed college and his brother had died at

that point was not a connection he had made. Another

sibling, graduating from high school, whose brother had died

immediately after his own high school graduation, came down

with a very serious lung infection, mimicking the effects of

cystic fibrosis. A few are conscious of a vague sense of

things not being right that their lives are going on :
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4.

The day of my birthday, my brother goes...you
know, he says, you're older than P. ever lived to
be today. It was just like, well, that's a very
profound statement that will stick with me for the
rest of my life (age 14 at death).

All

Global anxiety

of the adolescent group express a global sense of

things always about to go wrong, and concerns range from

"the Nuclear Holocaust on down". One sibling muses that he

has worried "since the age of five months".

5. Bodily concerns and feelings of vulnerability

Five of the eight a do les cents express various

hypochondriacal concerns related to their bodies or to the

possibility of getting sick or dying at an early age :

Going to the doctor for a routine checkup can be an ordeal,

eliciting dormant fears that something may be very wrong:

I worry about all the possibilities... the number
of illnesses out there and the number of forms of
can cer, the number of term in a l . . . . it's a
battlefield of stuff out there and how the he ll
are you going to get through that? (age ten at
death).

If I go to the gynecologist, I'm gone.... I have a
real fear of my body, to tell you the truth. A
real fear. An abnormal one, almost. And if anyone
tells me there's something wrong, I don't know if
I could handle it, to te l l you the truth... that
would be the end (age lo at death).
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Fifty per cent fear an early death for themselves, often

the age at which the sibling was at the time of the death,

with the connection lost:

I always thought I'd die at the age of 30. It was
like, by the time I'm 30, I'm gonna be dead. Now,
I just thought of this, my husband used to say,
"Oh God", when I finally got through the year of
30 it was like, "geez, I don't have to l is ten to
it anymore" (age 15 at death).

6. Carrier worries, with fear of intimacy

Six of the eight adolescents discuss concerns related

to the establishment of an intimate relationship. Carrier

is su e s weigh he a v i ly, and emotional commitment in

interpersonal relationships raises possibilities not only

of losing another loved one but also raises the whole

question of the spectre of having dying children:

I'm reluctant to get involved at this point in my
life because I don't want to deal with that whole
thing. I don't want to have children that are
going to die, I don't want to have children that
are going to spend 20 years dying, may be more (16
years at death).

-

I don't know whether I can't get close to someone
because I'm afraid that then I'm going to have to
make a decision about children, and I know I have
a tremendous fear. I don't even think I want
children, but I do. I me a n, I want to want
children (l.4 years at death).

7. Excessive concern or worries for others

For fifty per cent of the adoles cent group, the

heightened sense of vulnerability in life extends to worries
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over loved ones, with exaggerated concern if they leave the

house and return a little late, for example:

It can happen at any time, you just think at any
time, how would I handle it, Mom's coming up to
v is it me, what if she gets in a wreck, or ... I
some times play games with myself, to ask how I'd
handle it (l3 years old at death).

8. Somatic expressions

Seven of the eight adolescents are troubled by various

physical complaints as severe head a ches, ulcers, or

chronically tense and painful muscles or joints. For many,

the years since the death include a litany of physical

complaints which have per sisted since their inception

immediately following the death or in the first year

afterwards:

I became 80 years old. Everything was very, very
hard. And then, exactly a year after, I developed
the most extreme migraine headaches that a person
could have in their life. It was like knives
every day, and vomiting every day for one year.
For a year. So I went to see somebody, therapy,
for a year. And I took valium for a year. And
they stayed with me until maybe a year ago (age l6
at death).

9. Sleeping difficulties

Seven of the eight a do le scents have severe and

persistent nightmares:
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I've found myself periodically in my life, this is
at night, late at night, outside my bedroom. I've
woken up to find myself there, in a cold sweat and
feeling that death is impending. It's weird.
It's a nightmare. My heart's going blomm, and I
have the feeling, ok, this is it, you're wrapping
it up, and I think no, I'm not ready. It's right
there, like he's knocking on the door and saying,
check out time. So I'll have a beer and hit the
rack. It's a feeling of being in a corner and
just about to have someone's thumb come down and
snuff you out type thing (age 13 at death).

Many have re curring dreams of people cha sing them,

particularly with knives, of cars trying to run them over,

or of cars parked outside their window with a man inside

watching them. Whether the dreams reflect a basic sense of

vulner ability or an almost per secutory anxiety, they are

frightening and repetitive:

I have a lot of recurring dreams about a little
red Volkswagon that was trying to run me over a
lot. And people are lots of times chasing me and
trying to get at me, and I'm always locking doors.
In my dreams people are are always trying to come
at me with a knife.... It's always dark and windy;
I'm always running down the street....They'd kill
me. They would (age 16 at death).

The intricate relationship between guilt and anxiety is at

times suggested by the sibling's own as sociations. The

connection between the sense of being angry and therefore

"bad" and the sense of something horrible about to happen

can be seen in the following passage from a sibling who

expects to die at any moment, although he cannot predict the

way it will take place, only that it will be sudden :
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T r a u m a. Some th in g tra u m at i c, so me thing
unexpected. It won't be in bed with a blonde,
I'll tell you that. In seriousness, I have a
feeling, and this is terrible too, but sometimes
earlier, not so much anymore, I have the most
awful feelings about my family. Like this is how
I feel some times. I'm not a nut or anything.
Thanksgiving Day the turkey's in front of me and
carving it and feeling like you just want to go
run amok among the table and nail everybody with a
knife. What does that mean? Your guess is as
good as mine (age 13 at death).

We must ask our selves, why is it that those siblings

who were adoles cent at the time of the loss express more

direct concerns now than those who were traumatized during

latency or early adulthood? The explanation may be three

fold:

l). Differing existential concerns

It seems that those siblings who were adolescent at the

time of the death were more like ly in the inter view to

express concerns about why it happened and anger at its

occurrence. The following sent i ment is fairly typical for

the adolescent group:

Very angry. I'm still angry. I still don't
understand. I want to know why. I'm going to ask
that 'til I die. I don't want to say it's unfair
because life's not fair, that's a stupid thing to
say. But it's not fair. Someone who is so good
and kind it's just, some thing's wrong somewhere
(age l6 at death).

It was the adoles cent group that questioned religious

upbringing that had been followed to that point, and it

generally fell by the wayside under the stress:
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That's when I began to doubt things that had been
given to me. I'm absolutely certain that's why
I'm no longer a practic i ng Catholic. ... I can
remember the people at the wakes who made me angry
telling my parents they must have understood that
they were special children and this kind of
baloney... (age l'A at death).

A related question which emerged frequently for this group

was not only why did it happen, but more specifically, "Why

did it happen to me?" The sense of being different, set

apart, elicited anger at having had an experience that no

one that they knew had gone through, and may reinforce a

tendency to deny the trauma because of the stigma involved.

It also can contribute to the sense of isolation for the

siblings:

I think I was probably angry that I... it was just
strange because nobody else my age had ever dealt
with anything like that, and I just didn't feel
like any of them could possibly know what it was
like, and I think I probably closed a lot of
people out, or I don't think I tried to get to
know people like I should have (age 14 at death).

2. More complex relationships with siblings

For many of the adolescent group, siblings were just

beginning to work through competitive relationships and form

better relationships. When this process was prematurely cut

off, a sense of anger and unfairness of life was again

fueled :
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Well, I told you that he and I fought all the
time, and we were getting to the point that we
wouldn't fight as much and we were doing more and
more together maybe and I was looking forward to
being in school with him, I was going to be a
freshman and he'd be a senior in high school. And
I was really looking forward to that, because then
I felt like he and I would have more in common and
I was really looking forward to getting close to
him... and so I think that when he died I felt kind
of ripped off (age 14 at death).

3). Differing developmental tasks

B los ( l 962) conside r s a do le scence a second

individuation process, with the developmental task being the

successful dis engagement from parents, realization of

limitations of parental imagoes, and so forth. It is a time

normally when the adolescent tyrannizes the home and freely

displays outbursts of anger in support of evolving their own

separate identities. With the death of a sibling during

this stormy period, adolescents were put in the center of a

conflict between their own developmental needs and concern

for their parents'. For example,

After my s is ter died . . . I felt I was very
responsible for being with my mother. I Can
remember my father making a statement at one point
that he was going to be there with my mother
during the day and I would be home at night with
my mother and I took that very literally and felt
that I couldn't leave her (age l6 at death).

Those parents who suddenly refocused around their survivor

children after they lost another child put an added stress

on their offspring and added resentment to often long

standing anger already. Not recognizing that there almost

appears to be a critical period for imprinting, parents must
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have been sadly disappointed at sibling reactions:

I basically grew up coming into an empty home from
school and the problems started after my sister's
death when my mother then wanted me to come in and
make up for the difference of the loss of the two
kids. And emotionally it wasn't there for me, the
relationship had never developed. It was like,
you know, I needed you ten years ago, not now.
And by that time I had built up some very strong
emotional ties with other people in my life and
she wanted them to stop (age 15 at death).

It may be, therefore, that with differing developmental

tasks and needs, there is more occasion for resentment and

anger to accumulate, more consolidation of the "bad" self,

and intensified fears of retribution.

Latency-age group

At first glance they look less disturbed, both through

our standard measures and their own report during the

inter view. However, when we begin to look beneath the

surface, some thing seems not quite right. When I called

them to arrange the inter view, it was this group whose wives

or husbands said how much they hoped that they would talk to

me about their feelings about what had happened, for they

had never confided in them, despite the spouse's sense that

much was hidden. Inter views tended to be much shorter than

the adoles cent group, with less affective mater i al

forthcoming. One young man is able to recall his reaction:

They said that he'd died and you know right then
it didn't... it hit me but it wasn't until o maybe
later in the night after I'd gone to bed that I
just woke up screaming, just woke up screaming,
that was real bad. Thinking about it. You know
it hardens you down to life and death at a young
age (age ten at death).
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Unable to understand the chaos of family life around them,

they were scared seeing their parents away so much at the

hospital, or seeing them so upset, enmeshed in the chaos of

an unrave ling family life. The death itself was terribly

difficult for them to under stand cognitive ly, not

existentially as it had been for the adolescent group.

I knew my sister was dead, yet to me, I couldn't
understand why. And I couldn't understand if she
was gone for good. Like I can picture right now
standing in the funeral parlor and looking at her,
but do you really know if she's dead? And I used
to stand there and say, well, she'll come back
(age l O at death).

One sibling thought the doctors had hidden her sister in the

hospital, and for years kept expecting to run into her

around every corner. Others had nightmares that went on for

years that their sibling had been buried a live somewhere.

Two little girls from one family, told by their parents that

their sister had gone to heaven, kept silent watch in the

backyard for months, worrying that she would fall off the

clouds with no one to catch her.

Feelings seem very frightening, and self-control is

highly valued. "That's not one of my strong suits, talking

about my feelings", reports one sibling, while another

ponders, "Nothing really gets me real excited...You know,

I'm just sort of too cool maybe." What are the feelings

that are so frightening? Raphael (1983) finds anger may be

one, very hidden. One sibling, quite self-aware, explains:
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There was definitely a period of time when I was
very unmotivated. And when you get spoken to
often, and told to do something, you just get mad,
and I guess you would call it resentment, you just
lock up and go on. You know, pick up, and just
hold your feelings inside (age ten at death).

Raphael (1983) also suspects excessive guilt, well defended.

It is very interesting that in the inter view a sense of the

guilty self does not emerge directly, as it does with the

adoles cent group, and it seems possible that, with less

likelihood of having had time to work through their own

omnipotent fantasies, there is more neces sity to resort to

denial and omnipotent defenses (for example, it was not my

bad wishes that caused the death of my sibling, it was

God's). And indeed it is very intriguing that when we look

at response to religion, unlike the adoles cent group, for

whom religion was lost, for the latency group, religion was

found:

That always bothered me. Why was I healthy and he
was sick? Inter viewer – how have you answered that
for your self? Sigh... I just try to for get it... I
d on 't know. I re a l l y have n 't. I just
probably... the way I think about it, God makes the
choice, not me... I'm not the one that decides
things (age nine at death).

I was l 2 when I said, god is for me, yes... I would
do what God wanted me to do... I'm a Christian, I
have a relationship with God... that gives me an
assurance so that it doesn't make me worry about
my future or anything... not that I think nothing
will happen to me, but um that God doesn't want to
happen (age ten at death).

While the adolescent group avoided marriage and commitment

(it is inter esting that only one of our adoles cent sample

was married as opposed to 50% of the latency-age group) they

tended to do so of ten out of a fear of their potential
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carrier status. For the latency group, when they avoided

inter personal intimacy, it seemed more out of fear of

painful feelings:

Maybe it's made me so that I don't attach myself
to things as much as other people might, because I
know that in the end you're going to lose them
some time, and you don't want to feel those
feel ings that I felt for Russe l l . They're
terrible feelings. And the only way to get around
it is to say, this is the way it is, and keep it
simple (age ten at death).

Some seemed to have moved to a deepened sense of the land,

or acquired literally hundreds of pets, ones that propagated

frequently, as a sort of double defense:

I have a menagerie in the backyard. Now I'm kind
of at the point where, God, what am I going to do?
I can't go to an apartment. I have like l 70
animals out back, you know (age nine at death).

The land is something that... it's a part of me... I
guess it's a part of me that they can't take away.
That's what it is. It's something you can't take
away (age ten at death).

At times the desire for keeping one self safe from the

possibility of being hurt led to a desire for independence,

which was passed a long in one case to a withdrawal from

closeness with his younger sibling, out of desire to protect

him from potential loss:

You get so you depend on somebody, and then if
that person's not there, you don't know what to
do, you get lost. It's like I started out
depending on my brother, then he died, and he
wasn't there, and in a way I feel it's made me a
lot stronger inside, and I felt that it was also a
thing maybe K. should have, an independence, a
feeling capable of doing things by himself and to
be able to carry on a lone. I just had a feeling
that I should try to do that. For his own good
(age ten at death).

Mode l l et al. (1983) have used the metaphor of the cocoon to
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describe the state of non-relatedness as a response to early

trauma and an unconscious sense of survivor guilt, with

problems of safety and entrustment of the self to another

paramount. Lifton (1979) writes of psychic numbing as a

response to trauma. A. Freud (1946) and Vail lant (1977)

posit a developmental line of defenses, where denial and

restriction of the ego are seen as less mature styles of

defense. Nieder land (1981) writes of a severe guilt complex

affecting survivors of the Holocaust in which individuals

appeared and felt like living dead. Horney (1950) describes

individuals not disturbed by overt conflicts; having no

particular "symptoms" like anxiety or depression, they seem

not to suffer from disturbances, but rather they seem to

lack something. Fromm (1944) calls them conditions of

defect rather than of neurosis. The repetitive dreams of a

young woman who was pre-adolescent at the time of the loss

beautifully expresses this impression:

Being a plant... ivy, ivy plant... being a plant or
being a rock. A lot of dreams about dead bodies.
Graves. But the worse ones are the plant
dreams. . . .
Inter viewer: What do you do as a plant?
Nothing. Just sit on the rock and be more or less
dead (age l l at death).

Eighteen-year olds

Those who were eighteen years old at the time of the

loss seem by far the most well-adjusted now. All said that

things were hard for about a year following the death, but
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now they had pretty much been able to accept it and get on

with their lives. They neither denied concerns expressed by

the adoles cent group nor seemed to find them particularly

problematic now, although there had been concerns in the

past. If they did mention issues, such as guilt toward the

deceased sibling, for example, it was discussed thoughtful ly

but neither dwelled upon nor denied. Carrier concerns were

voiced in a realistic fashion, with awareness of the

statistical chances of having afflicted off spring, and

reasonable decisions as to childbearing were being made.

While residual anxieties remained, they were not at the

level of being obsessional nor having to be totally defended

against .

SUMMARY

I had begun the study asking the question, what is the

relationship between certain family variables and adult

adapt a ti on of those who had been brough tº up with a

sibling afflicted with a chronically, ultimately fatal

illness. I had hypothesized that adult adaptation would be

related to the quality of family relationships during the

illness and death, and had found this to a large extent to

be true: siblings who reported their relationship with their

parents or with their afflicted sibling as having been

problematic were generally more anxious, depressed and

guilty than those who did not. However, since my data are
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retrospective, I cannot escape the problem that the views

of family as depicted by the respondents may have less to do

with objective reality but rather may themselves be thematic

perceptions habitual to each individual. In other words,

siblings who are basically happy and well-adjusted may be

able to be more charitable in their accounts of their early

family life than those who are not happy. Or, to take

another possible view, it may be that those who describe

their parents as available are employing a preferred use of

denial to those who are perhaps extra-punitive. This

problem is endemic to the nature of retrospective data.

IMPLICATIONS

This study represents a preliminary view into a serious

situation. Several lines of research may prove to be

particularly fruitful.

First, I believe the role of unconscious guilt is a

crucial one, consolidated early and defended against as

thoroughly as possible. Its central role in pathological

response to trauma, its relation ship with masoch is m,

ret a l i a tory anxiety and par a noid i de a tion, may be

investigated much more thoroughly.

Second, the "cocoon" quality of the those siblings who

did not present with symptoms of excess should be explored

systematical ly, perhaps with projective testing. The

relationship of ego restriction to the role of unconscious
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guilt deriving from less likelihood of having mastered

omnipotent fantasies may be central. I suspect that while

unconscious guilt may play a central role in response to

early trauma, its appearance may reflect the end product of

separate processes. While younger children may fear that it

was their bad wishes that caused something bad to happen to

their sibling, and perhaps respond by restricting future

wishes, development, etc., older children may fear that they

are bad because of their hostility against parents and

siblings.

Third, the role of identification processes as a part

of the mourning process could be explored further, and its

rel at i on ship to m as och is tic phe no men a such as

"identification" illnesses found in the sample ("holes" in

the lung, etc.), accident-prone behavior, etc. I suspect

that this "host i le ident if i cation" (term provided by

Wallerstein, 1986) only emerges as a long-standing process

where pathology already exists, where a guilty self

confronts the work of mourning. Those siblings who felt

loved and had established a secure sense of self seemed to

escape fixation on this level.

Fourth, idealization as a developmental process and its

relationship to mourning should be explored. Does it

refelct a capacity for investment in object relationships,

or does it represent a pathological process, an ego

mechanism for handling conflict by repressing feelings of

hostility? Do those siblings who idealize the afflicted
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sibling learn this style from parental idealization of the

child, emerging out of their own resentment over the

considerable burden of a seriously ill child, repressed and

transformed into unconscious guilt?

There are serious clinical implications as well.

First, it seems overly optimistic to assume that parents

will be able to help their child grieve. While a lucky few

married spouses who were able to teach them an emotional

range not previously developed and who were therefore able

to mourn the loss years later, most siblings were on their

own. Hospitals must recognize that the siblings — or, as

Spinetta (1981) points out, those who will live longest with

this loss - have very real needs too. Critical times should

be taken seriously by hospital staff, both the period

immediately following the loss as well as marker times such

as passing the age at which the sibling was at the time of

the death, graduating from college as the sibling had not

done, and so for th:

Second, siblings need help with the issue of their

deviation from normal experience, their feeling "different",

and their feeling "bad". Feelings of anger, hostility and

resentment must be fully acknowledged and integrated with

the "good" self; compassion for the self and for the parents

as victims themselves rather than aggressors must be

developed. I would strongly suggest that providing a

setting in which sur v i v or siblings, particularly

adolescents, can meet with each other and share feelings

with others who have actually gone through this too, would
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be quite helpful. If survivorship, like aging, represents

a devalued position with ambiguous norms (Rosow, l074) and

with weak socialization processes operating, as sistance

could be given on this level. While self help groups

pro liferate for parents, their offspring are left to fend

for themselves.

Last, physicians should be a lert to recommending

therapy as soon as possible if there is any indication of

disturbance in the siblings, not just as a response to

massive acting out reported by parents. They could take a

much more active role in inquiring about the siblings, or

bring them into view perhaps through the social worker or

clinical psychologist. Those siblings in this sample who

were in therapy at the time of the inter view may have wasted

years a voiding issues that could have been confronted

earlier. Indications are that it is of enormous use when

existential questions are dealt with, issues of guilt and

blame, and the development of compassion for the self. As

one sibling illustrates:

For a long time, I was so guilty about running
away... and then I talked to one of the doctors one
day about it and he said... you did what you had to
do at the time... that's what you had to do... the
minute he said that, it was like bricks fell off
my shoulder (age ten at death).

Even my inter view was at times of enormous help. With many

years mercifully behind them, family members began to make

initial efforts to start to talk with each other about what

had gone on, stimulated to do so by the sheer initial letter

contact or phone call to make arrangements for inter view.
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There was something about a person outside the family system

actively violating the long taboo that somehow gave

per mission to bring the topic out into the open, and, with

the discovery that talking about the experience proved

helpful, courage was found to continue exploration on their

own. As one survivor sibling resolved:

If you could draw a correlation psychologically,
they packed everything my sister had in this trunk
and put it in the attic and it sits there today.
I sometimes think that's basically what we did as
a family in that god damn trunk up in the attic.
It hasn't been opened since, and I told J. that I
think we're gonna pull it out the next few
weekends and see what's in it (age 13 at death).
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Table
l ParentalResponse

Letters
to
ParentsReturnedfromPostOfficeParentalResponse

Clinic
A68
|

348*
positive

-

26
refused

34Total

Clinic
B743

positive

0

refused

|

-

3
Total

Clinic
C1664560
positive

6l
refused

12lTotal

*
Onefamilyhadno
survivorsiblings

g



Table
2 SiblingResponse

Letters
to
Siblings

SiblingResponse

Interviewed

Clinic
A18ll
positive
ll
siblings

(7
families)
7

refused
(4
families)

I8Total
t

|

Clinic
B55

positive
4

siblings
(3
families)
0

refused
(3
families)

|

5
Total

—

Clinic
C117100positive
60
siblings

(55families)

17refused
l7
Total

(36families)

le



Table
3

FamilySizeof
Response
vsNonResponseSiblings

#of
childrenlisted

l2345+

NonResponse
298l4
(24) Response

242637l217(ll6)

§



Table
4

GenderDifferences
inSiblingResponse

Imf

NonResponse
159

Response
5858

(24) (ll6)

§:



Table
5 DissertationSample

AgeatCFSibs lstDeathDiedAgeSexMaritalChildrenEducOccup
9233IIlSO
somecollegesemi-skilled

10238InIn3

collegegrad
n 10231fS0ºu

clerical
l0l22fIIllsomecollegeunskilled

l0l26IIlS0
highschool
un 10l28InIIl2

post-gradmanager
10l18InS0highschoolstudent

lll23fI■ l0
somecollegemanager

lll28fIIl0tº

clerical
l2l23IIlS0
highschoolunskilled

l2229fInl
collegegradprof l2l22IIlS0

post-gradprof 13l28IIlSl

collegegradstudent
lAl23fS0somecollegemanager

l4l24fS0
collegegradprof

l4l22InS0somecollegestudent
l4229InS0
collegegradprof 15234fIn3highschoolhome-maker

l6l31fS0
post-gradprof l6l29InS0somehs

semi-skilled
l8l34fS0highschoolshopkeeper 18l33IIlIIl2ºun 18228fIIl3an

homemaker
l8l35Im.In0lawschoolprof 18l3lfIn0highschoolclerical

§



Table
6

CorrelationMatrixof

DependentVariables

AnxietyDepressionGuilt

Anxiety
l.0-54
.
58

pK.01p.001

Depression
-l.0 - Guiltl.0.64l.0

pK
.001

(Pearson'sCorrelationCoefficients,

one-tailedsignificance)

§



Table
7

SexDifferences
on
DependentVariables AnxietyDepressionGuilt

In
MeanSDMeanSDMeanSD

Males1317.233.6lll.772.562.23
.
83

Females
l218.584.3412.672.712.l7.84

§



Table
8

Pre-DeathMaternalAvailability AnxietyDepressionGuilt

In
MeanSDMeanSDMeanSD

Available
1515.802.8lll.402.85l.87
.
83

Unpredictable
822.122.5913.50l.852.75
.
46

Unavailable
216.502.l.213.00l.412.50
.
70

sº



Table
9

Pre-DeathPaternalAvailability AnxietyDepressionGuilt

In
MeanSDMeanSDMeanSD

Available
8
16.002.3910.622.07l.87
.
64

Unpredictable
ll18
-
4.54.6312.643.ll2.00
.
89

Unavailable
619.333.8813.50l.0.53.00
.
00

§



Idealization Warmth Slight

SiblingRelationship(Attachment)
TablelC) AnxietyDepressionGuilt

In
MeanSDMeanSDMeanSD 522.202.9515.202.593.00

.
00 916.782.77ll.56l.0l2.00

.
87 ll16.824.02ll.362.692.00

.
77

§



Tablell

SiblingAttachmentScaleforT–Tests

AnxietyDepressionGuilt

In
MeanSDMeanSDMeanSD

Idealization
522.202.9515.202.593.00
.
00

Warmth/Slight
2016.803.43ll.4.52.062.00
-
80

g



Tablel?

SiblingRelationship(Resentment) AnxietyDepressionGuilt

In
MeanSDMeanSDMeanSD

NOne
718.295.76l3.002.242.43
.
53 Slight

l015.902.60ll.203.l.9l.60.84 High
8
20.002.3312.75l.912.75.46

É



Good Suspicion Shock

Tablelº Awareness
ofDeath AnxietyDepressionGuilt

In
MeanSDMeanSDMeanSD 616.333.93ll.673.082.l7.75 1018.404.53ll.902.022.30

.
82 918.333.4312.893.022.ll

-
93

§



Tablela FamilyCommunication AnxietyDepressionGuilt

In
MeanSDMeanSDMeanSD

Good
516.603.97ll.202.772.20
.
45 Veiled

818.505.13ll.882.172.00
.
93 FamilySecret1218.003.25l2.832.852.33

.
89

:



Tablelº Availability
toHelpMourn

AnxietyDepressionGuilt

In
MeanSDMeanSDMeanSD

Mother Available
517.804.44ll.201.64
1-80
.
45

Unavailable
2017.903.95l2.452.782.30
.
86 Father Available

419
.
004.08ll.251.892.00
.
00

Unavailable
2117.6.73.9912.382.732.24
.
89

#



Tablel6

AgeofSubjectatDeathofSibling AnxietyDepressionGuilt
In

MeanSDMeanSDMeanSD

9-121216.583.6811.672.351.75
.
87 13-17

821.252.8214.l.22.173.00.00 18515.602.8810
-
402.302.00
.
00

#



Table17 NumberofSibsLost AnxietyDepression
In

MeanSDMeanSD

Onedied17l8.244.2412.292.64 Twodied
817.133.4012.002.73

#



Table18

BirthOrderPre-Death
AnxietyDepressionGuilt

In
MeanSDMeanSDMeanSD

lstBorn
319.337.0910.334.042.00
1:00 Middle1516.673.5412.072.l52.07

.
88 Last

719
-
862.6713.292.8.l.2.57
.
53

º



BirthOrderPostDeath
Tablel9 AnxietyDepressionGuilt

MeanSDMeanSDMeanSD

Oldestl6
-
803.42ll.602.301-80l.09 Middle16.713.59ll.712.692.00

.
82

Youngest18.624.0013.252.822.63
.
52 Sole19

-
405.18ll.802.772.20
.
84

:



Table20

Age
Relation/GenderRelation
ofCFChild

withSibling

In
MeanSDMeanSDMeanSD

CFChildYounger
ll16.554.72ll.362.732.09
.
83

SameSex7
17.865.24ll.292.502.00
.
OC

OppositeSex
4
14.252.87ll.503.5l2.25
.
50

CFChildOlder1418.933.0012.862.4l2.29
.
83

SameSex719
-
003.16l2.432.072.00.82 OppositeSex

718.863.0.813.292.8.l.2.57
...
79

#



Table21 StructuralVariables AnxietyDepressionGuilt

Pre-size
-

-
-.13—.04- .
25

Post-size
-.14—.02
.l6

DistancefromDeath
.
17—.01
.
06 AgeofCFChildatDeath

.
39
.17.31 SibDuration

-.21-.21
.
31

Duration
-.19—.28.4l

(Pearson'sCorrelationCoefficients,one-tailed

significance)
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Table23

Comparison
of
CommunitySampleSymptomLevels CommunitySample

*

DissertationSample

LISAnxiety
In%In%

None353320O Some68562
-

ll44 High6461456
LISDepression NOne2782500 Some708651359 High107l094l

Randomsampleagesl8to70yearsold,fromLieberman
&

Mullan,1978.
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Table24

LISRELGroupMeansforAnxietyandDepression
AgeGroupsLISAnxietyMeansLISDepressionMeans

l8l.5422l.6484 9-12l.684l1.7261 13-172.l318
-

2.09:37 LISAnxietyLevels:None
=
1.019;Some
=l.019–1.749;High
=l.749 LISDepressionLevels:None

=
0.926;Some
=
0.926
–
1.82;High
=
1.82

H



Table25 Age-DifferentialReactions

Symptoms Globalguilt Guiltoverhandling
ofillness &

death Survivalguilt Globalanxiety Bodilyconcerns Carrierworries, withfearof
intimacy Excessiveconcernforothers Somaticexpressions Sleepingdifficulties

SocialBehaviors Married Everintherapy

Latency(%)
Adolescents18-yrolds 25lO000 2510040 175000 17l0000 086220 087500 005020 338800 258840 501380 257520
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Letter to Parents

Dear

I am working with Joanna Fanos, a doctoral student from
the University of California, San Francisco, who is doing her
dissertation on the psychological effects of growing up in a
family in which there is a chronically ill child. She is
interested in interviewing brothers and sisters of children
who had cystic fibrosis.

I would like to request that you please provide the
names and addresses of any of your children who still live in

or who now live in . They will be contacted by Ms.
Fanos and provided with further information about the study
at that time.

Please return this sheet in the enclosed self-addressed
envelope. If you have any questions, please call me or º

Director of the Cystic Fibrosis Clinic, at
e

We hope that the information we learn from this study
will help families currently coming to clinics who have a
child with cystic fibrosis.

Thank you for your help.

With best regards,

Name , M. D.

Address

Name

Address

Name

Address
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Letter to Siblings

I am a doctoral student doing my dissertation on the
psychological effects of growing up in a family in which
there is a chronically ill child. I am interested in
inter viewing brothers and sisters of children who had cystic
fibrosis. My research is being done in cooperation with Dr.

. With his/her help I have contacted your parents who
graciously gave me your name and address.

Taking part in my study would involve an interview and
several short, written psychological tests. Our entire
meeting would last no more than two hours. It would take
place at a time and place of our mutual convenience.

Please return the postcard indicating whether you would
mind being contacted by me. We hope that the information we
learn from this study will help families currently coming to
clinics who have a child with cystic fibrosis.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Joanna H. Fanos



Postcard from Siblings

Ms. Fanos :

I would not mind being contacted about the study.
My phone # is ( )

Area code Number

I would prefer not being contacted.

I would like further information before deciding.
I can be contacted at ( )

Area code Number

Name
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CONSENT TO BE A RESEARCH SUBJECT

Joanna Fanos, a doctoral student, is conducting a study
on the psychological effects of growing up in a family in
which there is a chronically ill child. She is interested in
interviewing brothers and sisters of children who had cystic
fibrosis.

If I agree to be in the study I will be inter viewed for
about an hour and a half about my experience and its effect
on my life. In addition, I will be given several written
psychological tests.

All mater i als will be coded and a l l ident ifying
characteristics of the subjects will be removed. There will
be only one copy of the master list identifying individuals
which will be kept in a locked file to which only Ms. Fanos
will have access.

It is hoped that the results of this study will help
physicians to aid families going through this experience. It
may be of immediate interest to me as well to talk about my
own experience.

Participation in this study is voluntary. If there are
any quest ions or parts of this study which I find
uncomfor table, I may decline to answer any question or
withdraw at any point in the study.

I have talked with Ms. Fanos and my questions have been
answered. If I have other questions I may call her at

If I wish to participate in this study I should sign the
form in the space below. I will receive a copy of this form
to keep.

Date Signature
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INTERVIEW GUIDE

FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS

What is your earliest memory when you think back to when you
were a young child?

Can you tell me a little about your childhood?

Can you tell me a little about your father when you were
growing up?

Can you te l l me a little about your mother when you were
growing up?

Can you tell me a little about each of your sibs when you
were growing up?

Were there other family members you could rely upon for
support?

Did your parents have friends over much? Go out much?

Was there much discussion when you were growing up of your
future plans?

How was your relationship with your parents as a teenager?

How did your parents react when you left home/got married?

ILLNESS EXPERIENCE

Can you tell me a little about your understanding as a child
of your sib's illness?

If you had questions about it, was there anyone you could
bring them to?

Did you attend the CF clinic with your family? Could you
tell me a little about this experience?

How did you feel about the doctors?

Were you aware of the time when your sib was diagnosed?

Did your under standing change as you grew older 2 How did
this come about?
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Did you ever talk about it with your sibling? Healthy
siblings?

Would you tell me a little about your experience when your
sibling died?

What were your feelings at that time?

Did you discuss concerns with anyone?

How did your parents react?

Do you feel your relationship with your parents changed in
any way following the death?

POSSIBLE CURRENT DIFFICULTIES

Do you worry about anything?

How do you feel when you go to the doctor for a checkup?
Visit a friend in the hospital?

Do you ever get depressed ? How of ten? About what? How
long does it last?

How much do you think about your brother/sister now?

Can you tell me a little about your work?

Can you tell me a little about your friends? Hobbies?

Do you feel guilty about anything?

Is there anything you still wish you had done differently
with your sib?

POSSIBLE CURRENT STRENGTHS

Now I'd like to ask if there are any ways this experience
might have had a positive effect on your life.

Was there any one person that helped you resolve this
experience?

Have you ever seen a therapist?

What was your first reaction when you heard of this study?
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Anxiety Scale

In the past week how often Never
did you :

A. Have headaches or head l
pains?

B. Have an upset or sour l
stomach?

C. Have tightness or tension l
in your neck, back or
other muscles?

D. Feel faint or dizzy? l

E. Sweat when not working l
hard or overheated 2

F. Notice your hands trembling? l

G. Have to avoid certain things, l
places, or activities
because they frighten you?

H. Have your heart pound or race l
when not physically active?

I. Feel nervous or shaky inside? l

J. Have trouble getting your breath? l

K. Feel tense or keyed up? l

L. Feel fearful or afraid? l

Once in
A While

Fairly Very
Often

.
4

Often
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Depression Scale

Once in Fairly Very
Never A While Often Often

During the past week how often
did you:

A. Lack enthusiasm for doing l 2 3 4
anything?

B. Have a poor appetite? l 2 3 4

C. Feel lonely? l 2 3 4

D. Feel bored or have little l 2 3 4
interest in things?

E. Lose sexual interest or l 2 3 4
pleasure?

F. Have trouble getting to sleep l 2 3 4
or staying asleep?

G. Cry easily or feel like l 2 3 4
crying?

H. Feel downhearted or blue? l 2 3 4

I. Feel low in energy or slowed l 2 3 4
down?

J. Feel hopeless about the future? l 2 3 4

K. Have any thoughts of possibly l 2 3 4
ending your life?
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0.7306

STATISTICSYMMETRIC
LAMBDA0.05000 UNCERTAINTYCOEFFICIENT0.05490 SOMERS’

D

-0.06494 ETA

STATISTICVALUE
CRAMER‘SV
0.20138 CONTINGENCYCOEFFICIENT0.273.91 KENDALL’STAUB-0.06865 KENDALL’STAUC

-0.04800 PEARSON'S
R-0.1306.1 GAMMA-0.14706 NUMBEROFMISSINGOBSERVATIONS

=0

BY
POSTDTHMPOST-DEATHAVAILABILITY
OFMOTHER

----------------------------------------------------
PAGE

ROWN TOTAL 6 24.0 10 40.0 9 36.0

p

25 100.0 E.F.CELLSWITHE.F.&5 0.240
7OF9(77.82
)

WITHANAREWITHPOSTDTHM DEPENDENTDEPENDENT 0.066.670.0 0.04.2760.07667
-0.0.9615-0.04902 0.23.9540.13896 SIGNIFICANCE 0.3590 0.3590 0.2669

£
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--------------------CROSSTABULATIONOF

RESENT
COUNT
I ROWPCTINONESLIGHTHIGH COLPCTI

I1I2I

COMMUN--------
*--------+--------*------

1I1I1I3

GOOD
I
20.0
I
20.0
I
60.0

I14.3I
10.0
I
37.5

+--------*--------*------

2I4I3I1

VEILED
I
50.0
I
37.5
I
12.5

I57.1I
30.0
I
12.5

*--------+--------*------

3I2I6I4.

FAMILYSECRET
I16.7I
50.0
I
33.3

I
28.6
I
60.0
I
50.0

4--------*--------+------

COLUMN
7108

TOTAL28.040.032.0

CHI-SQUARE
D.F.
SIGNIFICANCE 5.04241

4.0.2830
STATISTICSYMMETRIC

LAMBDA0.17857 UNCERTAINTYCOEFFICIENT0.094.30 SOHERS’
D
0.02985 ETA

STATISTICVALUE
CRAMER'SV
0.31757 CONTINGENCYCOEFFICIENT0.4096.9 KENDALL’sTAUB

0.02986 KENDALL’STAUC
0.02880 PEARSON'S

R

-0.01867 GAMMA0.04412 NUMBEROFMISSINGOBSERVATIONS
=0

BYRESENT

ROW TOTAL
MINE.F.

1.4009OF WITHCOMMUN DEPENDENT 0.15385 0.096.51 0.0291.3 0.231.76 SIGNIFICANCE 0.4352 0.4352 0.4647
CELLSWITHE.F.K.5

9(
100.Oz) WITHRESENT DEPENDENT 0.20000 0.092.19 0.03061 0.38508PRIORSIBLINGRELATIONSHIP

:

RESENTMENT

PAGE
1OF1

§



PREDTHF
COUNT
I ROWPCTIAVAILABLUNPREDICUNAVAILA COLPCTIETABLEBLE

I1I2I3I

COMMUN--------
+--------

+--------
*--------+

1I2I3II

GOOD
I
40.0
I
60.0
II

I
25.0
I
27.3
II *--------+--------+--------+

2I1I5I2I

VEILED
I
12.5
I
62.5
I
25.0
I

I
12.5
I
45.5
I
33.3
I *--------*--------*

--------
+

3I5I3I4I

FAMILYSECRET
I41.7I
25.0
I
33.3
I

I
62.5
I27.3I66.7I

+---
-----+--------*--------+

COLUMN
8116

TOTAL32.044.0
24.0

CHI-SQUARE
D.F.

SIGNIFICANCE
MIN

4.93.766
4.
0.2938

STATISTICSYMMETRIC
LAMBDA0.14815 UNCERTAINTYCOEFFICIENT

0.12191 SOMERS’
D
0.07035 ETA

STATISTICVALUE
CRAMER‘’sV
0.31425 CONTINGENCYCOEFFICIENT0.40612

KENDALL’STAUB
0.07.036 KENDALL’sTAUC

0.067.20 PEARSON’s
R
0.10813 GAMMA0.10606 NUMBEROFMISSINGOBSERVATIONS

=o

---CROSSTABULATION0F-------------

BYPREDTHFPRE-DEATHAVAILABILITY
OFFATHER

ROW TOTAL 5 20.0 8 32.0 12 48.0 25 100.0 E.F.CELLSWITHE.F.K.5 1.2008OF9(88.9%
)

WITHCOMMUNWITHPREDTHF DEPENDENTDEPENDENT 0.153850.14286 0.123650.12023
0.069310.071.43 0.348980.24758 SIGNIFICANCE 0.3507 0.3507 0.3035

PAGE
1OF1

**,

:



----CROSSTABULATION0F

BYPREDTHM
TOTAL

MINE.F.

0.400
8OF

WITHCOMMUN DEPENDENT 0.0 0.06378 0.08434 0.286.17 SIGNIFICANCE 0.5400 0.5400 0.2644

PREDTHM
COUNT
I ROWPCTIAVAILABLUNPREDICUNAVAILAROW COLPCTIETABLEBLE

I1I2I

COMMUN--------
*--------*--------*------

1I3I2I

GOOD
I
60.0
I40
-0I

I
20.0
I
25.0
I +--------*--------*------

2I5I3I

VEILED
I
62.5
I
37.5
I

I
33.3
I
37.5
I *--------*--------*------

3I7I3I2

FAMILYSECRET
I58.3I
25.0
I.
16.7

I46.7I
37.5
I
100.0

4--------+--------*------

COLUMN1582
TOTAL60.032.08.0

CHI-SQUARE
D.F.
SIGNIFICANCE 2.53993

4.
0.6375

STATISTICSYMMETRIC
LAMBDA0.0 UNCERTAINTYCOEFFICIENT0.06931 SOMERS’

D
0.07735 ETA

STATISTICVALUE
CRAMER‘SV
0.22539 CONTINGENCYCOEFFICIENT0.30369 KENDALL’STAUB

0.07762 KENDALL’STAUC
0.06.720 PEARSON'S

R
0.13215 GAMMA0.13462 NUMBEROFMISSINGOBSERVATIONS

=0

CELLSWITHE.F.K.5

9(
88.9%) WITHPREDTHM DEPENDENT 0.0 0.07588 0.071.43 0.15573PRE-DEATHAVAILABILITY

OFMOTHER

PAGE
1OF1

_*.*

º



CHI-SQUARE
D.F.

SIGNIFICANCE
MINE.F.CELLSWITHE.F.

4.9.1071
2
0.08580.800
4OF6(66

WITHCOMMUNWITHMO

STATISTICSYMMETRICDEPENDENTDEPENDE
LAMBDA0.117650.153850.0 UNCERTAINTYCOEFFICIENT0.169260.120450.2 SOMERS’

D
0.385.710.642860.2 ETA0.438900.4

STATISTICVALUESIGNIFICANCE
CRAMER‘SV
0.44320 CONTINGENCYCOEFFICIENT0.40519 KENDALL’STAUB

0.420850.0150 KENDALL’STAUC
0.345600.0150 PEARSON'S

R
0.438900.0141 GAMMA0.81818 NUMBEROFMISSINGOBSERVATIONS

=0

<5 .
72) URNF NT 8458 7551 4320

CROSSTABULATION

OF----------------
AVAILABILITY
OFFATHERTOHELPMOURN

communFAMILYCOMMUNICATION
BYMOURNF

----------------------------------------------------
PAGE

MOURNF
COUNT
I ROWPCTIAVAILABLUNAVAILAROW COLPCTIEBLETOTAL

I1I2I

COMMUN--------
+--------*--------+

1I2I3I5

GOOD
I
40.0
I
60.0
I
20.0

I
50.0
I
14.3
I +--------*--------+

2I2I6I8

VEILED
I
25.0
I
75.0
I
32.0

I
50.0
I
28.6
I *--------*--------+

3II12I12

FAMILYSECRET
II
100.0
I
48.0

II57.1I *--------*--------*-

COLUMN
4.2125

84.0
100.0

1OF1

~~~
*,

º,

;



--------------------CROSSTABULATION0F--------------------

COMMUNFAMILYCOMMUNICATION
BYMOURNMAVAILABILITY
OFMOTHERTOHELPMOURN

----------------------------------------------------
PAGE
1OF1

MOURNM
COUNT
I ROWPCTIAVAILABLUNAVAILAROW COLPCTIEBLETOTAL

I1I2I

COMMUN--------
*--------+--------*

1I2I3I5

GOOD
I40.0I60.0
I
20.0

I
4.0.0
I
15.0
I +-----------------+

2I3I5I8

VEILED
I
37.5
I
62.5
I
32.0

I
60.0
I
25.0
I *--------+--------+ II12I12

FAMILYSECRET
II
100.0
I
48.0

II
60.0
I +-------•*--------+

COLUMN
52025

TOTAL20.080.0100.0

CHI-SQUARE
D.F.
SIGNIFICANCE
MINE.F.CELLSWITHE.F.K.5

5.78125
2
0.05551.000
4OF6(
66.7%)

WITHCOMMUNWITHMOURNM

STATISTICSYMMETRICDEPENDENTDEPENDENT
LAMBDA0.1666.70.230.770.0
-

UNCERTAINTYCOEFFICIENT
0.200230.148340.30795 SOMERS’

D
0.41216
0.610000.31122 ETA0.438350.48088

STATISTICVALUESIGNIFICANCE
CRAMER‘’sV
0.48088 CONTINGENCYCOEFFICIENT0.43338 KENDALL’STAUB

0.4357.10.01.23 KENDALL’STAUC
0.390400.01.23 PEARSON'S

R
0.438350.0142 GAMMA0.77215 NUMBEROFMISSINGOBSERVATIONS

=0

:



-----CROSSTABULATION0F

BY
POSTDTHFPOST-DEATHAVAILABILITY
OFFATHER

COMMUNFAMILYCOMMUNICATION
----------------------------------------------------

PAGE
1OF1

POSTDTHF
COUNT
I ROWPCTINITHDREWREFOCUSE

NoCHANGROW COLPCTIDETOTAL
I1I2I3I

comMUN---+---++

1I1I1I3I5

GOOD
I
20.0
I
20.0
I
60.0
I
20.0

I
20.0
I
100.0
I
15.8
I *--------*--------4--------+

2I1II7I8

VEILED
I
12.5
II
87.5
I
32.0

I
20.0
II
36.8
I *--------*--------+--------+

3I3II9I12

FAMILYSECRET
I
25.0
II
75.0
I
48.0

I
60.0
II
47.4
I *--------+--------+--------+

COLUMN
511925

TOTAL20.04.076.0100.0

CHI-SQUARE
D.F.
SIGNIFICANCE
MINE.F.CELLSWITHE.F.K.5

4.68421
4.
0.32130.200
7OF9(
77.8%)

WITHCOMMUNWITHPOSTDTHF

STATISTICSYMMETRICDEPENDENTDEPENDENT
LAMBDA0.052630.076920.0 UNCERTAINTYCOEFFICIENT0.09.2660.07573

0.11934 SOMERS’
D
0.025400.033610.02041 ETA0.339620.16872

STATISTICVALUESIGNIFICANCE
CRAMER'S
V
0.306.08 CONTINGENCYCOEFFICIENT0.39724 KENDALL’STAUB

0.026190.4454 KENDALL’sTAUC
0.019200.4454 PEARSON'S

R
0.005.130.4903 GAMMA0.05128 NUMBEROFMISSINGOBSERVATIONS

=0

º



--------------------CROSSTABULATIONOF

BY
POSTDTHMPOST-DEATHAVAILABILITY
OFMOTHER

----------------------------------------------------
PAGE
1OF1

POSTDTHM
COUNT
I ROWPCTINITHDREWREFOCUSE

NOCHANGROWN COLPCT
IDE
TOTAL

I1I2I3I

COMMUN--------
+--------*--------
+---
-----+

1II1I4I5

GOOD
II
20.0
I
80.0
I
20.0

II
25.0
I
20.0
I +-----------------*--------+

2II2I6I8

VEILED
II
25.0
I
75.0
I
32.0

II50I.0I *--------+--------+--------+

3I1I1I10I12

FAMILYSECRET
I8.3I8.3I83.3I
48.0

I
100.0
I
25.0
I
50.0
I

+--------
+--------4--------+

COLUMN
14.2025

TOTAL4.016.080.0100.0

CHI-SQUARE
D.F.
SIGNIFICANCE
MINE.F.

2.02083
4.
0.73190.200
7OF

WITHCOMMUN

STATISTICSYMMETRICDEPENDENT
LAMBDA0.055560.07692 UNCERTAINTYCOEFFICIENT0.059460.04691

SOMERS’
D
0.033330.04808 ETA0.236.33

STATISTICVALUESIGNIFICANCE
CRAMER‘SV
0.20104 CONTINGENCYCOEFFICIENT0.27347 KENDALL

*STAUB
0.035020.4272 KENDALL’STAUC

0.024000.4272 PEARSON'S
R

-0.03.2220.4392 GAMMA0.07463 NUMBEROFMISSINGOBSERVATIONS
=0

CELLSWITHE.F.K.5

9(
77.8x) WITHPOSTDTHM DEPENDENT 0.0 0.08116 0.02551 0.03904

;



--------------------CROSSTABULATION0F--------------------

ATTACHPRIORSIBLINGRELATIONSHIP:ATTACHMENT
BYRESENTPRIORSIBLINGRELATIONSHIP:RESENTMENT

----------------------------------------------------
PAGE
1OF1

RESENT
COUNT
I ROWPCTINONEslighTHIGHROW COLPCTITOTAL

I1I2I3I

ATTACH--------+--------+--------+--------
-

1I1I1I3I5

IdEALIZATION
I
20.0
I
20.0
I
60.0
I
20.0

I14.3I
10.0
I
37.5
I

+--------+--------+--------
+

2I1I5I3I9

NARMTH
I1.1.1I
55.6
I33.3I
36.0

I14.3I
50.0
I
37.5
I

+--------+--------
+--------+

3I5I4I2I11

slight
I
45.5
I
36.4
I18.2I
44.0

I
71.4
I
4.0.0
I
25.0
I

+-----------------+--------
+

CoLUMN
710825

TOTAL28.040.032.0100.0

CHI-SQUARE
D.F.
SIGNIFICANCE
MINE.F.CELLSWITHE.F.K.5

5.19516
4.
0.26791.400
9OF9(100.Oz)

WITHATTAchWITHRESENT

STATISTICSYMMETRICDEPENDENTDEPENDENT
LAMBDA0.1724.10.14286
0.20000 UNCERTAINTYCOEFFICIENT0.097550.099250.09591 sortERS’

D-0.33580-0.33010-0.341.71 ETA0.353450.36770
STATISTICVALUESIGNIFICANCE

CRAMER’s
V
0.32234 contingENCYCOEFFICIENT0.414.79 KENDALL’sTAUB-0.335850.0332 KENDALL’sTAUC-0.326400.0332 PEARSON'S

R-0.35.5050.04.08 GAMMA-0.492.75 NUMBEROFMIssingobservatIONS
=0

:



--------------------CROSSTABULATIONOF--------------------

ATTACHPRIORSIBLINGRELATIONSHIP:ATTACHMENT
BYPREDTHFPRE-DEATHAVAILABILITY
OFFATHER

----------------------------------------------------
PAGE
1OF1

PREDTHF
COUNT
I ROWPCTIAVAILABLUNPREDICUNAVAILAROW COLPCTIETABLEBLETOTAL

I1I2I3I

ATTACH--------
*--------+--------*--------+

1II3I2I5

IDEALIZATION
II
60.0
I
4.0.0
I
20.0

II27.3I
33.3
I +--------+--------*--------+

2I4I4I1I9

WARMTH
I
44.4
I
44.4
I
11.1
I
36.0

I
50.0
I
36.4
I16.7I +--------*--------*--------+

3I4I4I3I11

SLIGHT
I
36.4
I
36.4
I27.3I44
-0

I
50.0
I36.4I
50.0
I

+--------
+--------*--------+

COLUMN
811625

5.TOTAL32.044.0
24.0100.0 O

CHI-SQUARE
D.F.
SIGNIFICANCE
MINE.F.CELLSWITHE.F.K.5

3.74349
4.
0.44181.2009OF9(
100.07
)

WITHATTACHWITHPREDTHF

STATISTICSYMMETRICDEPENDENTDEPENDENT
LAMBDA0.00.00.0 UNCERTAINTYCOEFFICIENT0.100740.101570.099.91 SOMERS’

D-0.13965-0.13861-0.14070 ETA0.236.96
0.55365

STATISTICVALUESIGNIFICANCE
CRAMER‘SV
0.27362 CONTINGENCYCOEFFICIENT0.36089 KENDALL’sTAUB-0.139650.2232 KENDALL’sTAUC-0.134400.2232 PEARSON’s

R-0.177520.1980 GAMMA-0.21212 NUMBEROFMISSINGOBSERVATIONS
=0



--------------------CROSSTABULATION0F-------------

ATTACHPRIORSIBLINGRELATIONSHIP
:

ATTACHMENT

BYPREDTHMPRE-DEATHAVAILABILITY
OFMOTHER

PREDTHM
COUNT
I ROk!PCTIAVAILABLUNPREDICUNAVAILAROW Col.PCTIETABLEBLETOTAL

I1I2I3I

ATTACH--------
*--------*
-----
------------*

1I1I4II5

IDEALIZATION
I
20.0
I
80.0
II
20.0

I6.7I50.0
II *--------

+--------
+--------+

2I7I1I1I9

WARMTH
I
77.8
I11.1I11.1I
36.0

I46.7I
12.5
I
50.0
I +--------+--------+--------+

3I7I3I1I11

SLIGHT
I
63.6
I27.3I9.1I44
-0

I46.7I
37.5
I
50.0
I *--------*--------*--------+

COLUMN158225
TOTAL60.032.08.0100.0

CHI-SQUARE
D.F.
SIGNIFICANCE
MINE.F.CELLSWITHE.F.K.5

7.26094
4.
0.12270.400
7OF9(77.82
)

-

WITHATTACHWITHPREDTHM STATISTICSYMMETRICDEPENDENTDEPENDENT
LAMBDA0.1666.70.071.43
0.30000 UNCERTAINTYCOEFFICIENT0.154420.14136

0.17014 SOMERS’
D-0.16438-0.18072-0.15075 ETA0.32994

0.26.382

STATISTICVALUESIGNIFICANCE
CRAMER‘SV
0.38108 CONTINGENCYCOEFFICIENT0.47441 KENDALL’sTAUB-0.165060.1901 KENDALL’sTAUC-0.144000.1901 PEARSON'S

R-0.153970.2312 GAMMA-0.25862 NUMBEROFMISSINGOBSERVATIONS
=0

PAGE
1OF1

g
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CROSSTABULATIONOF

ATTACHPRIORSIBLINGRELATIONSHIP
:

ATTACHMENT
BYMOURNMAVAILABILITY
OFMOTHERTOHELPMOURN

----------------------------------------------------
PAGE
1OF1

MOURNM
COUNT
I ROWPCTIAVAILABLUNAVAILAROW COLPCTIEBLETOTAL

I1I2I

ATTACH--------
*--------+--------*

1II5I5

IDEALIZATION
II
100.0
I
20.0

II
25.0
I *--------*--------+

2I3I6I9

WARMTH
I33.3I66.7I
36.0

I
60.0
I
30.0
I ---------*--------+

3I2I9I11

SLIGHT
I18.2I
81.8
I
44.0

I40
-0I
45.0
I +--------+--------+

COLUMN
52025

TOTAL20.080.0100.0

CHI-SQUARE
D.F.
SIGNIFICANCE
MINE.F.CELLSWITHE.F.K.5

2.27273
2
0.32101.000
4OF6(66.7%)

WITHATTACHWITHMOURNM

STATISTICSYMMETRICDEPENDENTDEPENDENT
LAMBDA0.052630.071.430.0 UNCERTAINTYCOEFFICIENT0.08.0750.059600.1251.7 SOMERS’

D

-0.06689-0.10000-0.050.25 ETA0.10483
0.30.151

STATISTICVALUESIGNIFICANCE
CRAMER‘SV0.5015.1 CONTINGENCYCOEFFICIENT0.2886.8 KENDALL’sTAUB-0.070890.3572 KENDALL’STAUC-0.064000.3572 PEARSON’s

R-0.104830.3090 GAMMA-0.15625 NUMBEROFMISSINGOBSERVATIONS
=0

:



*-------------------CROSSTABULATION0F--------------------

ATTACHPRIORSIBLINGRELATIONSHIP:ATTACHMENT
BY
POSTDTHFPOST-DEATHAVAILABILITY
OFFATHER

----------------------------------------------------
PAGE
1OF1

POSTDTHF
COUNT
I ROWPCTIWITHDREWREFOCUSE

NOCHANGROW COLPCTIDETOTAL
I1I2I3I

ATTACH--------
*--------*--------*--------+

1I4II1I5

IDEALIZATION
I
80.0
II
20.0
I
20.0

I
80.0
II5.3I *--------*--------+--------+

2II1I8I9

WARMTH
II1.1.1I
88.9
I
36.0

II
100.0
I
42.1
I *--------*--------*--------+

3I1II10I11

SLIGHT
I9.1II90.9
I
44.0

I
20.0
II
52.6
I

+-------
•*-----------------+

COLUMN
511925

TOTAL20.04.076
-0
100.0

CHI-SQUARE
D.F.
SIGNIFICANCE
MINE.F.CELLSWITHE.F.K5

15.813.93
4.
0.00330.200
7OF9(77.82
)

WITHATTACHWITHPOSTDTHF

STATISTICSYMMETRICDEPENDENTDEPENDENT
LAMBDA0.350000.285.71
0.50000 UNCERTAINTYCOEFFICIENT0.350.280.285000.45435 SOMERS’

D
0.471700.630.250.376.88 ETA0.563490.72246

STATISTICVALUESIGNIFICANCE
CRAMER‘SV
0.56239 CONTINGENCYCOEFFICIENT0.62247 KENDALL’STAUB

0.48.7370.0053 KENDALL’STAUC
0.360000.0053 PEARSON'S

R0.563260.0017 GAMMA0.77320 NUMBEROFMISSINGOBSERVATIONS
=0

º



--------------------CROSSTABULATIONOF--------------------

ATTACHPRIORSIBLINGRELATIONSHIP:ATTACHMENT
BY
POSTDTHMPOST-DEATHAVAILABILITY
OFMOTHER

----------------------------------------------------
PAGE
1OF1

POSTDTHM
count
I ROWPCTINITHDREWREFOCUSE

NOCHANGROW COLPCTIDETOTAL
I1I2I3I

ATTACH--------
*--------+--------+--------+

1I1I2I2I5

IDEALIZATION
I
20.0
I
4.0.0
I
4.0.0
I
20.0

I
100.0
I
50.0
I
10.0
I

---------
*--------*--------*

2II1I8I9

NARMTH
II
11.1
I
88.9
I
36.0

II
25.0
I
4.0.0
I *-----------------*--------+

3II1I10I11

SLIGHT
II9.1I30.9
I
44.0

II
25.0
I
50.0
I *--------*--------+--------+

COLUMN
142025

TOTAL4.016.080.0100.0

CHI-SQUARE
D.F.
SIGNIFICANCE
MINE.F.CELLSWITHE.F.K.5

7.51515
4.
0.11100.200
7OF9(77.82
)

WITHATTACHWITHPOSTDTHM

STATISTICSYMMETRICDEPENDENTDEPENDENT
LAMBDA0.105.260.142860.0 UNCERTAINTYCOEFFICIENT0.157300.1235.90.21629 SOMERS’

D
0.35644
0.519230.27136 ETA0.454680.54689

STATISTICVALUESIGNIFICANCE
CRAMER‘SV
0.38769 CONTINGENCYCOEFFICIENT0.48076 KENDALL

‘’STAUB
0.375360.0245 KENDALL’sTAUC

0.259200.0245 PEARSON'S
R
0.454310.0113 GAMMA0.69231 NUMBEROFMISSINGOBSERVATIONS

=0

º



----CROSSTABULATION0F-------------

RESENTMENT
BYPREDTHFPRE-DEATHAVAILABILITY
OFFATHER

TOTAL
I10 I

4.0.0
I I

32.0
I

25 100.0
MINE.F.

1.680
9OF

witHRESENT DEPENDENT 0.266.67 0.24566 0.34.158 0.37603 sIGNIFICANCE 0.0319 0.0319 0.04.17

RESENTPRIORSIBLINGRELATIONSHIP:
PREDTHF

count
I ROWPCTIAVAILABLUNPREDICUNAVAILARow col.PCTIETABLEBLE

I1I2I

RESENT--------+-----------------
+

1I3I2I

NONE
I
42.9
I
28.6
I28.

I
37.5
I18.2I33

+--------+--------
+

2I5I5I

slight
I
50.0
I
50.0
I

I
62.5
I
45.5
I

------------------
+

3II4I

HIGH
II
50.0
I50

II
36.4
I66. +--------+--------

*

COLUMN
811

TOTAL32.044.024

CHI-SQUARE
D.F.
SIGNIFICANCE 9.07062

4.
0.0594

sTATISTICSYMMETRIC
LAMBDA0.1724.1 UNCERTAINTYCOEFFICIENT0.24785 SOMERS’

D
0.33824 ETA

sTATISTICVALUE
CRAMER’s
V
0.425.93 CONTINGENCYCOEFFICIENT

0.51597 KENDALL’sTAUB
0.338.25 KENDALL’sTAUC

0.33120 PEARSON’s
R
0.35304 GAMMA0.47586 NUMBERofMISSINGOBSERVATIONs

=0

CELLSWITHE.F.&5

9
(100.Oz) WITHPREDTHF DEPENDENT 0.071.43 0.25008 0.33495 0.56913

PAGE
1OF1

g



--------------------CROSSTABULATION0F--------------------

RESENTPRIORSIBLINGRELATIONSHIP:RESENTMENT
BYPREDTHMPRE-DEATHAVAILABILITY
OFMOTHER

----------------------------------------------------
PAGE
1OF1

PREDTHM
COUNT
I ROWPCTIAVAILABLUNPREDICUNAVAILAROW COLPCTIETABLEBLETOTAL

I1I2I3I

RESENT--------
+--------+--------+--------+

1I4I2I1I7

NONE
I57.1I
28.6
I14.3I
28.0

I26.7I
25.0
I
50.0
I

------------------
+--------4.

*2I10III10

SLIGHT
I
100.0
III40
-0

I66.7III *--------*--------

+--------
*

3I1I6.I1I8

HIGH
I
12.5
L
75.0
I
12.5
Isº.0

I6.7I75.OI
50.0
I *--------*--------*--------+

COLUMN158225
TOTAL60.032.08.0100.0

CHI-SQUARE
D.F.
SIGNIFICANCE
MINE.F.CELLSWITHE.F.K.5

14.88.095
4.
0.00500.5608OF9(88.92
)

WITHRESENTWITHPREDTHM

STATISTICSYMMETRICDEPENDENTDEPENDENT
LAMBDA0.480000.466.67
0.50000 UNCERTAINTYCOEFFICIENT0.377590.340370.42395 SOMERS’

D
0.327960.367470.29612 ETA0.413670.66480

STATISTICVALUESIGNIFICANCE
CRAMER‘SV
0.54554 CONTINGENCYCOEFFICIENT0.61085 KENDALL’sTAUB

0.329870.0390 KENDALL’sTAUC
0.292800.0390 PEARSON'S

R
0.284400.0841 GAMMA0.43885 NUMBEROFMISSINGOBSERVATIONS

=0

g
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--------------------CROSSTABULATION0F

BY
POSTDTHFPOST-DEATHAVAILABILITY
OFFATHER

----------------------------------------------------
PAGE
1OF1

RESENTPRIORSIBLINGRELATIONSHIP:RESENTMENT
POSTDTHF

COUNT
I ROWPCTINITHDREWREFOCUSE

NOCHANGROW COLPCTIDETOTAL
I1I2I3I

RESENT
--------------------------+--------+

1I2II5I7

NONE
I
28.6
II71.4I
28.0

I40
-0II
26.3
I *--------+--------*--------*

2I1II9I10

SLIGHT
I
10.0
II
90.0
I40
-0

I
20.0
II
47.4
I *--------*-----------------*

3I2I1I5I8

HIGH
I
25.0
I
12.5
I
62.5
I
32.0

I40.0I100.0
I
26.3
I *--------*--------*--------*

COLUMN
511925

TOTAL20.04.076.0
100.0

CHI-SQUARE
D.F.
SIGNIFICANCE
MINE.F.

3.451.13
4.
0.48530.2806OF

WITHRESENT

STATISTICSYMMETRICDEPENDENT
LAMBDA0.095240.13333 UNCERTAINTYCOEFFICIENT0.084.250.06766 SOMERS’

D-0.06769-0.09244 ETA0.25332
STATISTICVALUESIGNIFICANCE

CRAMER'S
V
0.26272 contingENCYcoeffIciFNT0.34828 KENDALL’STAUB-0.070260.3555 KENDALL’sTAUC

-0.052800.3555 PEARSON’s
R

-0.036020.4321 GAMMA-0.13253 NUMBEROFMISSINGOBSERVATIONS
=0

CELLSWITHE.F.K5

9(
66.7%.
, WITHPOSTDTHF DEPENDENT 0,0

0.11162 -0.05340 0.24509

g



--------------------CROSSTABULATIONOF--------------------

RESENTPRIORSIBLINGRELATIONSHIP
:

RESENTMENT
BY
POSTDTHMPOST-DEATHAVAILABILITY
OFMOTHER

----------------------------------------------------
PAGE
1OF1

POSTDTHM
COUNT
I ROWPCTINITHDREWREFOCUSE

NOCHANGROW COLPCT
IDE
TOTAL

I1I2I3I

RESENT--------
+--------+--------+--------+

1II1I6I7

NONE
II14.3I85.7I
28.0

II
25.0
I
30.0
I +--------+--------+--------+

2III10I10

SLIGHT
III
100.0
I4.0.0

III
50.0
I *--------+--------

+--------
+

3I1I3I4I8

HIGH
I
12.5
I
37.5
I
50.0
I
32.0

I
100.0
I
75.0
I
20.0
I

--------
-+--------*--------->

COLUMN
14.2025

TOTAL4.016.080.0100.0

CHI-SQUARE
D.F.
SIGNIFICANCE
MINE.F.CELLSWITHE.F.K.5

7.47768
4.
0.11270.2806OF9(66.7%
)

WITHRESENTWITHPOSTDTHM

STATISTICSYMMETRICDEPENDENTDEPENDENT
LAMBDA0.200000.266.670.0 UNCERTAINTYCOEFFICIENT0.206000.159870.28955 SOMERS’

D

-0.32903-0.49038-0.24.757 ETA0.37998
0.52786

STATISTICVALUESIGNIFICANCE
CRAMER‘SV
0.386.72 CONTINGENCYCOEFFICIENT0.47983 KENDALL

*STAUB-0.34,8430.0332 KENDALL’STAUC-0.24.4800.0332 PEARSON'S
R-0.379550.0307 GAMMA-0.64557 NUMBEROFMISSINGOBSERVATIONS

=0

5



--------------------CROSSTABULATIONOF--------------------

PREDTHFPRE-DEATHAVAILABILITY
OFFATHERBYPREDTHMPRE-DEATHAVAILABILITY
OFMOTHER

PREDTHM
COUNT
I ROWPCTIAVAILABLUNPREDICUNAVAILAROW COLPCTIETABLEBLETOTAL

I1I2I3I

PREDTHF--------
+--------*--------*--------*

1I7II1I8

AVAILABLE
I
87.5
II
12.5
I
32.0

I
46.7
II
50.0
I *--------*--------*--------+

2I6I&I1I11

UNPREDICTABLE
I
54.5
I
36.4
I9.1I44
-0

40.0
I
50.0
I
50.0
I

*--------*-----------------+

3I2I4II6

UNAVAILABLE
I
33.3
I66.7II
24.0

I13.3I
50.0
II

---------
*--------+--------+

COLUMN158225
TOTAL60.032.08.0100.0

CHI-SQUARE
D.F.
SIGNIFICANCE
MINE.F.CELLSWITHE.F.K.5

7.35164.
4.
0.11840.480
8OF9(88.9%
,

WITHPREDTHFWITHPREDTHM

STATISTICSYMMETRICDEPENDENTDEPENDENT
LAMBDA0.125000.071.43
0.20000 UNCERTAINTYCOEFFICIENT

0.202520.184020.22515 SOMERS’
D
0.309780.343370.28218 ETA0.538050.25758

STATISTICVALUESIGNIFICANCE
CRAMER‘SV
0.38345 CONTINGENCYcoBFFICIENT0.47670 KENDALL

*STAUB
0.311280.0485 KENDALL’sTAUC

0.273600.0485 PEARson’s
R
0.24864
0.1154. GAMMA0.48718 NUMBEROFMISSINGOBSERVATIONS

=0

º



--------------------CROSSTABULATION0F--------------------

PREDTHFPRE-DEATHAVAILABILITY
OFFATHERBYMOURNFAVAILABILITY
OFFATHERTOHELPMOURN

----------------------------------------------------
PAGE
1OF1

MOURNF
COUNT
I ROWPCTIAVAILABLUNAVAILAROW COLPCTIEBLETOTAL

I1I2I

PREDTHF--------
+--------*--------+

1I2I6I8

AVAILABLE
I
25.0
I
75.0
I
32.0

I
50.0
I
28.6
I *--------

---------
*

2I2I9I11

UNPREDICTABLE
I18.2I
81.8
I44
-0

I
50.0
I
42.9
I

-------------------
+

3II6I6

UNAVAILABLE
II
100.0
I
24.0

II
28.6
I +--------+--------+

COLUMN
4.2125

TOTAL16.084.0
100.0

CHI-SQUARE
D.F.

SIGNIFICANCE
MINE.F.CELLSWITHE.F.K.5

1.66396
2
0.43520.9603OF6(50.0%
)

WITHPREDTHFWITHMOURNF

STATISTICSYMMETRICDEPENDENTDEPENDENT
LAMBDA0.00.00.0 UNCERTAINTYCOEFFICIENT0.067770.047830.11623 SOMERS’

D
0.209790.357.140.1485.1 ETA0.246.360.25799

STATISTICVALUESIGNIFICANCE
CRAMER'S
V

0.25799 CONTINGENCYCOEFFICIENT0.24.981 KENDALL’sTAUB
0.230.310.1166 KENDALL’STAUC0.192000.1166 PEARSON'S

R
0.246.360.1176 GAMMA0.55556 NUMBEROFMISSINGOBSERVATIONS

=o

5.



--------------------CROSSTABULATIONOF

BY
POSTDTHFPOST-DEATHAVAILABILITY
OFFATHER

----------------------------------------------------
PAGE
1OF1

PREDTHFPRE-DEATHAVAILABILITY
OFFATHER

POSTDTHF
COUNT
I ROWPCTINITHDREWREFOCUSE

NOCHANGROW COLPCTIDETOTAL
I1I2I3I

PREDTHF--------
*--------+--------+--------+

1I1II7I8

AVAILABLE
I
12.5
II
87.5
I
32.0

I
20.0
II
36.8
I +-----------------*--------*

2I3I1I7I11

UNPREDICTABLE
I27.3I9.1I63.6
I
44.0

I
60.0
I
100.0
I
36.8
I 4--------*--------*--------+

3I1II5I6

UNAVAILABLE
I16.7II83.3I
24.0

I
20.0
II26.3I *--------+--------+--------+

COLUMN
511925

TOTAL20.04.076.0
100.0

CHI-SQUARE
D.F.
SIGNIFICANCE
MINE.F.

2.22488
4.
0.69450.240
7OF

WITHPREDTHF

STATISTICSYMMETRICDEPENDENT
LAMBDA0.00.0 UNCERTAINTYCOEFFICIENT0.06.0350.04879 SOMERS’

D-0.06231-0.0.8403 ETA0.06042
STATISTICVALUESIGNIFICANCE

CRAMER‘SV
0.21094 CONTINGENCYCOEFFICIENT0.28587 KENDALL’STAUB-0.064500.3672 KENDALL’sTAUC

-0.048000.3672 PEARSON’s
R

-0.058840.3900 GAMMA-0.13158 NUMBEROFMISSINGOBSERVATIONS
=0

CELLSWITHE.F.K.5

9(
77.82
) WITHPOSTDTHF DEPENDENT 0.0 0.07908 -0.04950 0.21987

º
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--------------------CROSSTABULATION0F--------------------

PREDTHFPRE-DEATHAVAILABILITY
OFFATHERBYMOURNMAVAILABILITY
OFMOTHERTOHELPMOURN

----------------------------------------------------
PAGE
1OF1

MOURNM
COUNT
I ROWPCTIAVAILABLUNAVAILAROW COLPCTIEBLETOTAL

I1I2I

PREDTHF--------+--------
+--------*

1I2I6I8

AVAILABLE
I
25.0
I
75.0
I
32.0

I
4.0.0
I
30.0
I *--------+--------+

2I3I8I11

UNPREDICTABLE
I27.3I72.7I
44.0

I
60.0
I
4.0.0
I

+--------+--------
*

3II6I6

UNAVAILABLE
II
100.0
I
24.0

II
30.0
I- *--------*--------+

COLUMN
52025

TOTAL20.0
80.0100.0

CHI-SQUARE
D.F.
SIGNIFICANCE
MINE.F.CELLSWITHE.F.&5

1.98864
2
0.37001.2004OF6(66.7%)

WITHPREDTHFWITHMOURNM

STATISTICSYMMETRICDEPENDENTDEPENDENT
LAMBDA0.00.00.0 UNCERTAINTYCOEFFICIENT0.079850.058630.1251.7 SOMERS’

D
0.18543
0.280000.13861 ETA0.21504

0.28.204

STATISTICVALUESIGNIFICANCE
CRAMER‘SV
0.28.204 CONTINGENCYCOEFFICIENT0.27145 KENDALL’sTAUB0.197010.1539 KENDALL’sTAUC

0.17920
0.1539 PEARSON'S

R
0.215040.1510 GAMMA0.43750 NUMBEROFMISSINGOBSERVATIONS

=0

5.



--------------------CROSSTABULATION0F--------------------

PREDTHMPRE-DEATHAVAILABILITY
OFMOTHERBYMOURNMAVAILABILITY
OFMOTHERTOHELPMOURN

----------------------------------------------------
PAGE
1OF1

MOURNM
COUNT
I ROWPCTIAVAILABLUNAVAILAROW Col.PCTIEBLETOTAL

I1I2I

PREDTHM--------
*--------

+--------
*

1I3I12I15

AVAILABLE
I
20.0
I
80.0
I
60.0

I
60.0
I
60.0
I *--------*--------+

2I2I6I8

UNPREDICTABLE
I
25.0
I
75.0
I
32.0

I
4.0.0
I
30.0
I

+--------+--------
+

3II2I2

UNAVAILABLE
II
100.0
I
8.0

II
10.0
I +--------+--------+

COLUMN
52025

TOTAL20.080.0100.0

CHI-SQUARE
D.F.
SIGNIFICANCE
MINE.F.CELLSWITHE.F.K.5

0.62500
2
0.73160.400
4OF6(66.7%
)

WITHPREDTHMWITHMOURNM

STATISTICSYMMETRICDEPENDENTDEPENDENT
LAMBDA0.00.00.0 UNCERTAINTYCOEFFICIENT0.029430.023150.04040 SOMERS’

D
0.030080.04.0000.024.10 ETA0.062500.15811

STATISTICVALUEsIGNIFICANCE
CRAMER‘’sV
0.15811 CONTINGENCYCOEFFICIENT0.156.17 KENDALL’STAUB

0.031050.4377 KENDALL’STAUC
0.025600.4377 PEARSON'S

R
0.062500.3833 GAMMA0.07692 NUMBEROFMISSINGOBSERVATIONS

=0

º



1OF1

--------------------CROSSTABULATIONOF

BY
POSTDTHFPOST-DEATHAVAILABILITY
OFFATHER

----------------------------------------------------
PAGE

PREDTHMPRE-DEATHAVAILABILITY
OFMOTHER

POSTDTHF
COUNT
I ROWPCTINITHDRENREFOCUSE

NoCHANGROW CoLPCTIDETOTAL
I1I2I3I

PREDTHM-----------------
*--------*--------+

1I1I1I13I15

AVAILABLE
I6.7I6.7I86.7I
60.0

I
20.0
I
100.0
I
68.4
I

+--------+--------
+--------+

2I3II5I8

UNPREDICTABLE
I
37.5
II
62.5
I
32.0

I
60.0
II
26.3
I

+--------
+--------*--------+

3I1II1I2

UNAVAILABLE
I
50.0
II
50.0
I
8.0

I
20.0
II5.3I *--------*--------+--------+

COLUMN
511925

TOTAL20.04.076.0
100.0

CHI-SQUARE
D.F.

SIGNIFICANCE
MINE.F.

4.7.1930
4.
0.31730.080
7OF

WITHPREDTHM

STATISTICSYMMETRICDEPENDENT
LAMBDA0.12500
0.20000 UNCERTAINTYCOEFFICIENT

0.131830.11568 SOMERS’
D-0.32281-0.38655 ETA0.42146

STATISTICVALUESIGNIFICANCE
CRAMER'S
V
0.30722 CONTINGENCYCOEFFICIENT0.39849 KENDALL’STAUB-0.327290.0466 KENDALL’sTAUC-0.220800.0466 PEARSON’s

R-0.36.6920.0356 GAMMA-0.605.26 NUMBEROFMISSINGOBSERVATIONS
=0

CELLSWITHE.F.K.5

9(
77.82
) WITHPOSTDTHF DEPENDENT 0.0 0.15322 -0.277.11 0.37397

º
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--------------------CROSSTABULATION0F

BY
POSTDTHMPOST-DEATHAVAILABILITY
OFMOTHER

----------------------------------------------------
PAGE

PREDTHMPRE-DEATHAVAILABILITY
OFMOTHER

POSTDTHM
COUNT
I ROWPCTINITHDRENREFOCUSE

NOCHANG Col.PCT
IDE

I1I2I3I

PREDTHM--------
*--------*------------------

1II1I14I

AVAILABLE
II6.7Iºb.3I

II
25.0
I
70.0
I *--------*--------*--------*

2I1I3I&I

UNPREDICTABLE
I
12.5
L
37.5
I
50.0
I

I
100.0
I
75.0
I
20.0
I

+------------------
*--------*

3III2I

UNAVAILABLE
III
100.0
I

III
10.0
I *--------+--------+--------+

COLUMN
14.20

TOTAL4.016.080.0

CHI-SQUARE
D.F.
SIGNIFICANCE
MIN

6.90625
4.
0.1409

STATISTICSYMMETRIC
LAMBDA0.20000 UNCERTAINTYCOEFFICIENT0.19237 SOMERS’

D-0.31852 ETA

STATISTICVALUE
CRAMER’s
V
0.37165 CONTINGENCYCOEFFICIENT0.46525 KENDALL’sTAUB-0.32726 KENDALL’STAUC-0.20640 PEARSON’s

R-0.25866 GAMMA-0.60563 NUMBEROFMISSINGOBSERVATIONS
=0

ROW TOTAL 15 60.0 8 32.0 2 8.0 25 100.0 E.F.CELLSWITHE.F.K.5 0.080
7OF9(77.82
)

WITHPREDTHMWITHPOSTDTHM DEPENDENTDEPENDENT 0.300000.0 0.162330,23605 -0.41346-0.25.904 0.25958
0.51674 SIGNIFICANCE 0.0467 0.0467 0.1059

s



1of1

AVAILABILITY
OFFATHERTOHELPMOURN

CROSSTABULATION

BYMOURNM

0F----------------

AVAILABILITY
OFMOTHERTOHELPMOURN

----------------------------------------------------
PAGE

ROWPCTIAVAILABLUNAVAILAROW

MOURNF

MOURNM
count
I col.PCTIEB

I1I

MOURNF-----------------
+-

1I4I

AVAILABLE
I
100.0
I

I
80.0
I

+--------
--

2I1I

UNAVAILABLE
I4.8I

I
20.0
I

+--------
+-

column
5

TOTAL20.0

CHI-SQUARE
D.F.SIGNI 13.56027

10. 19.04762
10.

sTATIsTIC
LAMBDA UNCERTAINTYCOEFFICIENT sorters’

D ETA

STATISTIC
Phr contingENCYCOEFFICIENT KENDALL’STAUB

KENDALL’sTAUC

PEARson’s
R

GAMMA NUMBEROFMISSINGOBSERVATIONS

LETOT

I

95.2I84

I

80.0100 FICANCE 0002 0000
synirieTRIC

0.77778 0.72248 0.86957 0.87287 0.65760 0.87287
0.51200 0.87287 1.00000

AL 4. .0 21 .0 25 .0
MINE.F.CELLSWITHE.F.K.5

0.800
3OF4(75.Oz)

(

BEFOREYATESCORRECTION
)

WITHMOURNF
ºnITHMoURNM DEPENDENTDEPENDENT 0.750000.80000 0.772370.67863 0.800000.95238 0.872870.87287 SIGNIFICANCE 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

s



--------------------CROSSTABULATION0F--------------------

MOURNFAVAILABILITY
OFFATHERTOHELPMOURNBY
POSTDTHFPOST-DEATHAVAILABILITY
OFFATHER

----------------------------------------------------
PAGE
1OF1

PostDTHF

COUNT
I ROWPCTINITHDREWREFOCUSE

NOCHANGROWN coulPCTIDETOTAL
I1I2I3I

MOURNF--------
+--------+--------+--------*

1III4I4.

AVAILABLE
III
100.0
I
16.0

III21.1I *--------*--------+--------+

2I5I1I15I21

UNAVAILABLE
I
23.8
I
4.8
I71.4I
84.0

I
100.0
I
100.0
I
78.9
I *--------*--------+--------+

COLUMN
5l1925

TOTAL20.04.076.0100.0

CHI-SQUARE
D.F.
SIGNIFICANCE
MINE.F.CELLSWITHE.F.K.5

1.50376
2
0.47150.160
5OF6(83.3%)

WITHMOURNFWITHPOSTDTHF

STATISTICSYMMETRICDEPENDENTDEPENDENT
LAMBDA0.00.00.0 UNCERTAINTYCOEFFICIENT0.088330.110390.0736.2 SOMERS’

D-0.23645-0.20168-0.28571 ETA0.24526
0.23.885

STATISTICVALUESIGNIFICANCE
CRAMER‘SV
0.24526 CONTINGENCYCOEFFICIENT0.23820 KENDALL’sTAUB-0.240050.1160 KENDALL’sTAUC-0.153600.1160 PEARSON'S

R-0.23.8850.1251 GAMMA-1.00000 NUMBEROFMISSINGOBSERVATIONS
=0

§
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--------------------CROSSTABULATION0F--------------------

MOURNMAVAILABILITY
OFMOTHERTOHELPMOURNBY
POSTDTHFPOST-DEATHAVAILABILITY
OFFATHER

----------------------------------------------------
PAGE
1OF1

POSTDTHF
COUNT
I ROWPCTINITHDRENREFOCUSE

NOCHANGROW Col.PCTIDETOTAL
I1I2I3I

MOURNM--------
*--------*--------+--------*

1III5I5

AVAILABLE
III
100.0
I
20.0

III26
-3I *--------+--------*--------+

2I5I1I14I20

UNAVAILABLE
I
25.0
I5.0
I
70.0
I
80.0

I
100.0
I
100.0
I73.7I *--------+--------+--------+

COLUMN
511925

TOTAL20.04.076.0
100.0

CHI-SQUARE
D.F.
SIGNIFICANCE
MINE.F.CELLSWITHE.F.K.5

1.97.368
2
0.37280.200
5OF6(83.3%)

WITHMOURNMWITHPOSTDTHF

STATISTICSYMMETRICDEPENDENTDEPENDENT
LAMBDA0.00.00.0 UNCERTAINTYCOEFFICIENT0.107600.124680.09464 SOMERS’

D-0.27397-0.25210-0.30000 ETA0.280980.27364
STATISTICVALUESIGNIFICANCE

CRAMER‘SV
0.28098 contingENCYCOEFFICIENT0.270.50 KENDALL’STAUB

-0.275010.0855 KENDALL’STAUC-0.192000.0855 PEARSON'S
R-0.273640.09.28 GAMMA-1.00000 NUMBEROFMISSINGOBSERVATIONS

=0

º



--------------------CROSSTABULATION0F--------------------

MOURNMAVAILABILITY
OFMOTHERTOHELPMOURNBY

POSTDTHMPOST-DEATHAVAILABILITY
OFMOTHER

----------------------------------------------------
PAGE
1OF1

Pos■ DTHM
COUNT
I ROWPCTINITHDRENREFOCUSE

NOCHANGROW COLPCTIDETOTAL
I1I2I3I

MOURNM--------
*--------*--------*--------+

1III5I5

AVAILABLE
III
100.0
I
20.0

III
25.0
I *--------+--------+--------*

2I1I4I15I20

UNAVAILABLE
I5.0I20.0
I
75.0
I
80.0

I
100.0
I
100.0
I
75.0
I *--------*--------

+--------
*

COLUMN
1.4.2025

TOTAL4.016.080.0100.0

CHI-SQUARE
D.F.
SIGNIFICANCE
MINE.F.CELLSWITHE.F.K.5

1.56:250
2
0.45780.200
5OF6(83.3%)

WITHMOURNMWITHPOSTDTHM

STATISTICSYMMETRICDEPENDENTDEPENDENT
LAMBDA0.00.00.0 UNCERTAINTYCOEFFICIENT0.091810.1009.90.08416 SOMERS’

D-0.24510-0.24.038-0.25000 ETA0.250000.23.426

STATISTICVALUESIGNIFICANCE
CRAMER‘SV0.25000 con■INGENCYCOEFFICIENT0.24254 KENDALL’STAUB-0.245150.1113 KENDALL’STAUC-0.160000.1113 PEARSON'S

R-0.23.4260.1298 GAMMA-1.00000 NUMBEROFMISSINGOBSERVATIONS
=0

§



POSTDTHFPOST-DEATHAVAILABILITY
OFFATHER

CROSSTABULATIONOF

BY
POSTDTHMPOST-DEATHAVAILABILITY
OFMOTHER

POSTDTHM
coUNT
I ROilPCTIWITHDREWREFOCUSE

NOCHANGROM COLPCTIDE

I1I2I

POSTDTHF--------
*--------*--------*------

1I1I1I3

WITHDREW
I
20.0
I
20.0
I
60.0

I
100.0
I
25.0
I
15.0

*--------*--------*------

2II1I

REFOCUSED
II
100.0
I

II
25.0
I +--------*--------

-------
3II2I17

NoCHANGE
II
10.5
I
89.5

II
50.0
I
85.0 ---------

*--------*------

COLUMN
14.20

TOTAL4.016.080.0

CHI-SQUARE
D.F.
SIGNIFICANCE 10.07895

4.
0.0391

STATISTICSYMMETRIC
LAMBDA0.18182 UNCERTAINTYCOEFFICIENT0.24560 SOMERS’

D
0.40359 ETA

STATISTICVALUE
CRAMER‘SV
0.44898 CONTINGENCYCOEFFICIENT

0.53602 KENDALL’STAUB
0.40450 KENDALL’sTAUC

0.21600 PEARSON'S
R
0.42346 GAMMA0.71429 NUMBEROFMISSINGOBSERVATIONS

=0

TOTAL
3r --*

I5 I
20.0

I

--*
I1 I4.0 I

--*
I19 I76

-0 I

---

25 100.0
MINE.F.CELLSWITHE.F.K.5

0.040
8OF9(88.92
)

WITHPOSTDTHFWITHPOSTDTHM DEPENDENTDEPENDENT 0.1666.7
0.20000 0.234.660.25761

0.432690.37815 0.445690.4892.9 SIGNIFICANCE 0.0204 0.0204 0.0175
º

*-***
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